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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, July 3, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Statement Expected Monday

Committee On Naming New President
At Murray State To Meet On Saturday

We've run the following
An Owensboro insurance
before, but Dick Sykes brought executive said today he hasn't
it in again yesterday and since applied for the presidency of
it has such a good moral to it, Murray State University.
we thought we'd run it again.
"I have not filed an application with them (the screening
It is called "Taming the Wild committee). I have not met
Hogs" and.'tomes from the with the screening committee,"
Franklin Sun, Wiassboro, reported Wells T. Lovett.
Louisiana.
His name, along with that of
CAlloway County Judge Robert
"I remember as a small boy Miller, was carried in published
in knee britches, going with my reports as being surprise candifather to hear an address given dates for the poet.
by Stephen Pace, then
In announcing that the comcongressman from the Old mittee would meet Saturday,
Georgia 12th. District. It was on Chairman H. Glenn Doran said
the banks of the Ocmulgee "we're going to look over the
River. There was a barbecue names we have and see where
and citizens, especially farmers we stand." He said a statement
from all the counties gathered. would be issued Monday but
This was before the first World "this doesn't mean we are
War.
close to a decision yet."
Miller said he riled his appli"Someenie in Congress has
last Friday with Doran,
cation
give
introduced a bill that would
of the hiSU regents,
chairman
the farmers some money,
explaining that he had been insomething.
did
they
provided
terested in the job but hesitated
The congressman vigorously
to apply in the midst of his priopposed it. thewe no idea what
it was, beanie I was watching
a dirt dobber making a ball of
congressman
mud. The
snapped me back to attention
however, when he said "I'm
going to tell you a true story
The Murray Fire Department
about the wild hogs that once responded to three calls
the
lived about 0 miles down
MorKlaY.
river.
A false alarm was reported at
1613 Clayshire at 1:05 p.m. and
congressthe
ago,"
"Years
at 1:10 p.m., a false alarm was
man said, "in a great bores-. reported on 19th Street.
show bend down the river, there
At 8:05 p.m., firemen were
lived a drove of wild hogs.
to Fifth and Poplar
called
Where they came from no one
were washed off of
bees
where
knew, but they survived floods,
the sidewalk and street.
and
droughts
fires, freezes,
tanners. The greatest. compliment a man could pay to a
dog was to say that he had
fought the hogs of Horseshoe
Bend and returned alive. Occasionally a pig was killed
either by dogs or a gun—a
conversation piece for years to
come.

A ,Prayer
express our gratitude to
tAla ClUr ratiter,
for all that oui\dtar-Spangled Banner
symbolizes.
For the drumbeats of history held mute in her
folds, we thank Thee, Lord.

Atte

Robert 0. Miller

Murray Art Guild
Announces Hours
Open To Public

THazel Story Hour
Will Be On Friday

The Murray Art Guild will be
open to the public starting
Thursday, July 5, from one to
three p.m. Hours for Friday
through Sunday will be one to
four p.m. Members of the Guild
will be present for the visitors.
A pen and ink workshop will
be given by John Kaulxman at
the Murray Art Guild on
,,,,„Friday, July 28, from nine a.m.
to 12 noon. persons may contact
Mrs. R.D. Crysler at 436-5340 for
further details.

Palestine Church
Plans Bible School

"Several months later he 1
came back to the same store,
and asked for help to bring out
the wild hogs. He stated that he
had than all in a pen over in
the-swa

David Haley

`

-

The annual Vacation Bible
School will be held at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church starting Monday,July 9,
and continuing through Friday,
July 13.
Classes for kindergarten
through Junior High will be held
each morning from nine to
eleven o'clock, according to
Mrs. Willodean Brandon,
director, who invites all
----children in the community to

Local Couple Attend
Kiwanis Convention

David Haley from the DexterHardin United Methodist
(See Seen & Heard, Page 11) Church has been assigned by
the United Methodist Church
this summer to a recreation
ministry in the Kentucky Lake
Area of Henry County. Tenn.,
according to Ed Crump,
superintendent of the Paris
District
Bro. Haley, a recent Murray
Fred Shepard,of Murray, will State University graduate, is
participate in the International enrolled in Trinity Evangelical
Ceramic Symposium, which Divinity School, Deerfield, Ill.
will be held in Memphis July 15 He will serve tourists, lake area
-W-lbe businatien and permanerrt
thtOugh Augnst-11,
Memphis Academy of 4rts.
residents of the area.
The symposium will be held
Home base for Haley will be
under the auspices of the In- the Antioch United Methodist
of Church, a rural church with
Academy
ternational
Ceramics in Switzerland. The about thirty members. He will
event is sponsored by the conduct worship services at
Tennessee Arts Commission, eleven a.m. each Sunday to
the National Endowment for the mid-August.
Arta, Memphis Academy of
He will also conduct an inArta, and Southwestern at terdenominational service at,
10:15 a.m. each Sunday on the
back terrace of Paris Landing
Inn. "We also plan some
QUOTA CLUB
ministry to campers," he said.
The Board of Directors of the "I'll be holding occasional
meet
will
Club
Quota
Murray
services in campgrounds in
Thursday,July 5,at 5:30 p.m. at cooperation with Land Between
the Triangle Inn.
the Lakes Area Ministry. We
hope that this will lay the
foundation for a full-time
ministrY 'of 'This seet in the
future. I heard one businegenen.
sily way that WT75hpezcontinrain
pects the Thirteenth Civil
for
chances
Daily
ue, with generally cloudy skies District (thrlake area to have
and warm temperatures Highs more residents than the city bk
60s.
Paris, Tenn.," Haley said.
in the S0s ;indica* in the

Fred Shepard To
Participate In

Ceramic Symposium

The Weather

.
5

4E
41(
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Mrs, Carolyn Adams, book
mobile librarian for the
Public *
County
Calloway
Story *
a
conduct
will
Library,
Hour for children of the Hazel •
community on Friday, July 6, at •
10:30 a.m. at the Hazel
Elementary School.
The special hour is usually
held each Wednesday, but due *
to the July 4th holiday, the Story
Hour was changed to Friday for
this week.
The book mobile is at Hazel *
School each Wednesday from
ten a.m. to 12 noon daring the
summer months. Thie special
service is beUng ipoMored
the Haze/ Woman's Club, and
the Calloway County Public
Ilbrary.

F.- David Haley
Assigned__Yost
In lake-Area -

farmers,
"Ilewildere d
dubious hunters and store
keepers all gathered in the heart of Horsehoe Bend toview

For the roll call of heroes who have marched
with loyalty and courage under her colors'dawn
the hallowed corridors of American history.
• from Valley Forge to Omaha Beach, from Bull
'Run to Iwo Ansa,from She forests of Germany to
the rice paddies of Korea and the prison camps
of Vietnam, we thank Thee, Lord._ a
For the ideals and hopes enshrined in her stare

Wells T. 1Lovett

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E.
Humphrey of Murray attended
the 58th annual convention of
Kiwanis International in
Montreal, Quebec.
'pie Humphreys were among
20,000
approximately
Kiwanians and their families
who attedned the event. The
members represented 272,000
Kiwanians in 6,000 clubs in the
United Sates, Canada, Make,
Europe, Central and South
America, the Caribbean, the
Far East, and the Southwest
Pacific Area.

Mrs. A. Carman's
Paintings Now On
bisplay At Library —
Mrs. A. Carman's paintings
will be on display at the
County Public
Calloway
Library during the month of
July.
Mrs. Carman has been
painting since a teenager,
starting her art In Clinton,
which includes watercolors,
pastels and oils.
Iiirtra charter member of
the Murray Art Guild. She is
noted for her paintings of many
- cowered *Mips, all in Kent**, a 10001104in said.
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Full Slate of Events
Planned At City Park
For Independence Day
****44**************************

Two False Alarms
Reported Monday

"Finally a one-gallused man
came by the country store on
the river road and asked the
whereabouts of those wild hogs.
He drove a one-horse wagon,
had an axe, some quilts, a
lantern,some corn and a singlebarrel shot gun. He was a
slender, slow moving, patient
man—he chewed his tobacco
deliberately and spat seldom.

The committee is seeking a
successor to Dr. Harry M.
Sparks. president since early
1968, who-has agreed to remain
in office until a replacement
can be found.
More than 200 applications
have been received for the job,
including one from Patrick
McGinnis, 52, an (dial with
the Alaska Department of Education, who spent the past
weekend in Murray.

mary race for re-election as
county judge.
"I've always thought it was
bad business to run for two
things at one time," said Miller, who won the Democratic
primary.
Miller, 54, is a long time political ally of former U. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield, now a
member of the MSU regents
and of the presidential screening committee.

10' Per Copy

studded field, we thank Thee, Lord.
_Slasta wip ars wieawearrect us; where we are
weak, strengthen us; - where we are corrupt,
purify us; where we are divided, reconcile us;
and where we are right, confirm Us:
And grant, o most merciful Father, that in our
day and generation, we may achieve something
worthy to be remembred, that when we pass the
flag on to our children, they will receive it with
pride, and we will be able t:) rest from our labors
secure in the knowledge that we have built
constructively if not completely, and served
faithfully if not perfectly. And to You be the
glory and the praise.
—From the 1973 Flag Day prayer in the House
-fif.Representatives by Rep. William H. Hudnut
111 of Indiana. Hudnut Is a Presbyterian

i of the tennis pairings
Jttst
• MU BRANDON
By
have been completed but
Ledger & Times Writer
Trying to find an interesting several matches are being
way to spend the Fourth of July played today to determine the
holiday without having to be on finalists.
In the novice men's doubles,
the highways?
and Hobbie will be
Kempf
and
City
Park
The Murray
Recreation Department may matched against Williams and
have the answer for your family Ward in a match set for 1 p.m.
The advanced men's doubles
as they have an entire day of
events scheduled for Wed- match between the team of
Riley Venza and Ron Unnesday.
Most of the business places in derwood and the duo of Eddie
Murray will be closed and the Hunt and Gene Landolt is also
Ledger di Times will Dot publish set for 1 p.m.
Men's singles will start the
Independence Day so that the
iliMployets may spend the, morning of activities at 10 a.m.
In the novice men's singles,
holiday with their families.
The activities at the park dill Johnny Williams will play the
at 10 a.m. with the finals winner of the played match
In all divisions of the City today between Kim Trevathan
Tennis Tournament. Activities and Jerry Howard.
The advanced men's singles
plannedIar -children include
several diffirent relay races. A at 10 a.m. will find Ron UnState
*rim ks display will cap the derwood meeting Murray
day's events following the tennis coach Bennie Purcell.
The novice women's double
men's all-star softball game
team of Pat Mobley and Pat
later in the evening.
Mayfield will play the team of
No Paper July 4
Kathy Burchfield and Jennie
The Ledger and Times will Hopkins at 2:15 p.m.
not publish on Wednesday July 4
Also at 2:15 p.m., will be the
so that employees of the daily finals of the advanced women's
paper can spend the holiday doubles between the duo of
with their families. Most retail Edwina Slimes and Jennie
establishments in the city will Sue Srnock and the team of
close for the day, however Patsy Beauchamp and Nita
several stores in the shopping Head.
.ill
centers will remain open.
Novice women's singlIsi,w
All city, county, state and be at 11:15 a.m. with Cathy
federal offices will close for the Wirtala playing Susan Nanny,
day.
(See City Park, Page 14)
-The next regular issue of the
Ledger and Times will appear
an Thursday July 5.

Two Accide
Are Re ed
In City
Mo
J

To accidents were reported
onday to the Murray Cl
Police.
The first accident occurred at
11:30 a.m. on Cherry Street.
According to the police
report, a car owned by Donald
Ray Morgan of Murray Route
Three was parked in a dri
when it was struck in the
quarter panel with the rear tire
truck driven by Alden
•
Lewis Burgess of 701 College
Court.
The Morgan car received
damage to the right rear
quarter panel while the Burgess
truck was not damaged,
policemen said.
The second accident happened on Walnut Street at 4:34
p.m.
Officers said that a 1967 four
door driven by Ray Lawson
Lovett of Benton Route Five
was going west on Walnut.
Accoeding. _to _the police.
record, a 101 ttro door driven
PART OF CLASS—Roger Melugin, third from the right end, is shown will ads group of-ble0M11115 by Barbara Agnes Weatherly of
-510 South 16th was backing out
students. Melugin is serving as the instructor of mechanics at a high school ka the island of
of a parking space on to Walnut.
Melugin is now home on vacation after completing his first year in the PeaceCOrps.
Policemen said that the
Weatherly vehicle backed into
the path of the Lovett auto,
causing the Lovett car t hit the
Weatherly auto.
The rear bumper and exhaust
pipe 01 ..? the Weatherly car
Deceived damage while the. -right side of the Lovett auto Was
people inhabit
investiga
graduated with a BS. Degreehi !even thousand
damaged,
By MIRE BRANDON
where the
[Adger & Times Staff Writer Industrial Technology from lite- island
aidl'i
t
i
e
e
tbl
parature always ranges
It's 73 degrees outside and the Murray State University.
Today, the 23 year old weer 73 and 91 degrees.
people inside the house are
GOLD MEDAL AWARD
Melugin arrived on Majuro in
shivering with cold. As a matter Paducah native is at home after
Mortensen Beale of
Marie
for
applying
after
of fact, they are putting card- serving his first year with the July of 1972
Murray was one of 145 Iowa
the
in
job
-type
industrial
an
board over the windows to keep Peace Corps in the Marshall
State alumni who received gold
Peace Corps.
Islands.
the wind from blowing in.
medal awards at the recent
month
two
He went through a
Melugin is seiyln# as a
A few years ago, Roger
Alumni Days weekend held at
^
hiaz
accustom
0
period
training
mw— at _high'114elugle might have Isughed
the school. The awards honored
'of
language
and
culture
the
someorne would have told him s/A(4as the island of Majuro. to
alumni who were
brown-skinned natives of returning
that he would be one of those - The island is 00 yards wide the
gralthutted from Iowa State at
island.
the
located
and 30 miles long and is
people sitting in that hew.
least 50 years ago.
glee Melughs. Page 14)
A year ago, . ideingin between Australia and Hawaii.

Roger-:Melogin_ Finishes His
First Year Itt Peace Corps

Arnold Watson

Gospel Meeting
At New Concord
Starts Sunday
The New Concord Church of
Christ will hold a gospel
meeting from July 8 to July 15;
with Arnold Watson of Abilene,.
Texas, as the speaker for the
services each evening at 7:45
"Jeans' Answers For Today's
Question" will be the general
theme of the meeting.
Mr. Watson is now working
with the Herald of Truth
television program, but has
of
minister
as
served
congregations in California.
Michigan, Tennessee, and
Texas. In 1964, he served as
personnel director and in 1966
as program director for the
churches of Christ Exhibit
the New York World'alfil- —
The guest- speaker has contributed articles to Christian
Bible Teacher and Power for
Today, and in 1965, he had his
book, Personal Worker's
Manual, released. He received
training at Abilene Christian
College, Pepperdine University,
and Hardin* Militate School. •-The public is invited to attend
the services during the coming '
weet,a church spokesman said.
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According to Boyle

Dnar Miter:
4,▪ State Government Report;
* My wife and I had gone to Jumping To
Murray

to spend a few days
with a daughter and her family.
I became ill and it was
necessary for me to enter the
Murray-Calloway County
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — JumpHospital. I would like to make a
a few observations.
ing tursenetemille_
"I was a stranger and "they"
Some reformers believe that
took me In." Matt. 7.5:35- high taxes are a good way to
Modified. From the time I curb sin. But since confirmed
reached the admittance office sinners are pretty determined
41
people, it is likely that high
T
The Outstand
* until I reached the dismissal
09ing •Community
Civic
*
is the Integrity its Newspaper
* office eightdays later I noted a
taxes only make them more in*
* radient atmosphere
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
if
of hap- genious or, at time*, a little
st
'N
TUESDAY—JULY 3, 1973
more uncomfortable. But sin is
pioess. This meant so much to
0
berwwwwwww**era***********************
kind of like education: it isn't
this patient.
Everywhere I went in the what you paid for it that counts
MAYFIELD—Ky.—Doug Shoulders, safety director for the
state Department of Transportation, predicts that the state's hospital I noted the excellent — it's what you get out of it.
work of the house keepers. Not a
Cats and women are getting
The responsibility of a newspaper to the public is highways will be congested this entire week because many people
one came
my room with a away with more today than
awesome. It is not easily discharged for it has many have planned their vacations around the July 4 holiday and frown but into
with a smile and that dogs and men did a generation
has become a favorite mid-America vacation land.
facets which apply in different ways to different_ -Kentucky
*go. The world is getting more
Shoulders warned that the number of deaths on Kentnelky's smile was catching.
conditions. Basically, though, it consists of two extensive waterways may rival the highway
The second day I was in room 'aline and female.
fatalities in number.
Some people say they don't
elements:
He noted that "one recent weekend we had 13 water related 409 bed B a Mr. Joe Jones, an
First, a general responsibility to the public to keep deaths compared with 10 traffic deaths." So far this year V employee of the hospital, was feel the inflation so much anyplaced bed A. One,could aek
more. That's because they are
it informed of the activitit,
..s of public officials and to persons have died in Kentucky boating accidents and an ad- for no inbetter
roommate. The like a fellow dunked in the
ditional
31
cirownings
have
been
reported.
act as "watchdog," for the people. Second, a
middle of the icy Atlantic ocean
All 12 highway deaths in the state last Memorial Day weekend second day Me.Jones was in the
responsibility to the individual not to publicly ex- occurred
on two-lane roads. State police roadblocks and speed hospital two_stetters came in in February. He becomes numb
pose him to scorn or attack or ridicule unless the checks in western Kentucky this week will be concentrated on and talked with Mr. Jones. before he drowns.
Only a man in love with a
public interest demands it and the known facts are two-lane roads. Included in the patrol will be state police They talked, under tone, gave
Mr. Jones a piece of paper and
woman can be married 10 bre
such as to justify it. These make up the newspaper's helicopters.
Warnings "to be careful" at the lakes and on the highways are left. Mr. Jones came over to my 50 years and still- find .11er a
"accountability" to its readers.
bed and showed me the piece of mystery. But that domisft make
good advice not only this week but at all times.
The power and influence of a newspaper are so
paper which was a check from
him the dumbest men le his
+++++
great that it must make every effort to use that
Debate continues at hearings in Jefferson County regarding the the other employees. It MO not neighborhood. It makes',NIB*
power for the public good and not to misuse it. state's plans to build a 10-lane Watterson Expressway- at the amount of the check that richest.
If you think youvisighbors
3 Newspapers are the guardians of the public's Louisville. The project would cost $139 million but federal money spoke so loud to me but it
call too often and nig too long,
would pay for all of it except about $15 million of state highway showed staff loyality.
"right to know."
The bed side service was ,vitty not try4= solution?
funds.
' The newspaper has the further duty to be
certain
Western Kentuckians who are familiar with this four-lane superb. The inter-corn system Just serve
of its facts before permitting the use of its columns expressway from Shively to the St Matthew area would agree that saved the nurses a lot of steps.
For every person who is
• for articles that will damage reputations. This is the -me traffic is indeed bumper-to-bumper much of the time. No The services of the nurses was afraid celying, there are three
reason a good newsman waits until he has either a deubt the "widening the Watterson" proposal is important to the punctual and with a a smile. My who are afraid of living.
Now that July is here, we can
formal charge or provable evidence before Louisville area and its advocates can persuasively argue that nerves were as tight as banjo
over 700,000 Kentuckians live and travel-Sere.
strings. One day one or more all recall what we were trying
publishing derogatory information about an inHowever, there are hundreds of Monsen& of western Ken- slipped and my whole system -.to remember last April — betdividual. Rumor or innuendo or the word of some tuckians who travel every day over danger**
two-Lane highways became out of tune. I went to ter get the living roan air conminor officials is not enough,To do otherwise would and roads, who must=
irhat
de a 104ana highway would look piecesam)started crying. I had ditioner repaired right away.
The 140,000 people
in Calloway, MailhaMileaves not called for a nurse but ODD_
Throwing away or giving
t,- be to break faith with the public and with the in- like.
and McCracken cotm
for many years en several was passing my room and heard away an old sport coat is one of
occasions that U.S. Highway_1141
*would both be four4anes me crying. This young la*, the greatest sacrifices a man
"in the neir future"-realize
actually received four- whose name I cannot call, has to make in his life. A welllanes between Lone Oak and ilityfieidaideponnecting Benton and proved to be, whether she worn jacket, a pair of cracked
Murray each time after a governor(when but a candidate had knows it or not, a psychologist. I and wrinkled but comfortable
There was great relief when" the Communist promised it to us, we would by new have two wider highways
in would like to give a double shoes, even a tie he thought he
Vietnamese and the United States agreed on a cease- the Jackson Purchase than the proposed 10-lane Watterson Ex- thanks to this young lady.
looked dashing in back in 1946
presaway.
fire beginning Jan. 27.
"When I became hungry they — these are mementoes of his
-ve me food" Matt. 25:35— yesterdays he clings to, even
But although the United States got out as agreed,
++++++++
ed. I was on a restricted though they have been in the
fire didn't cease as agreed. The Communist conSpeculation mounts that State Sen William L. Sullivan of -diet. There were so few things I -closet unworn for months or
tinued their presence, their advance, their.wairfare
Henderson will be the Ford administration's choice .as a could eat I got to looking for- even years. When he puts them
against South Vie.nam.
statewide candidate either for U.S. Senate next year or governor ward to receiving my tray so I on and his wife or children
So there waX‘new hegotiation in Paris. And there in 1975. Sullivan is President Pro Tempore of the senate and will could study how the Dietician laugh at him, he feels it is a
fir was new agreement for a ceasefire. But the Com- be starting bis fourth term in the upper legislative chakaber neat had planned each meal. She did, sacrilege. To him they are not
'
• munists continue their war of aggression. They still January. A successful attorney, Sullivan is an ,sarticulate, ef- a remarkable job and the cooks mocking his garb; they are
fective and intelligent legislator. He would jal a formidable
who prepared the food were the mocking the man he once was
intend to take South Vietnam and the rest of candidate for either
position..
y and still feels himself to be. If
Administra
hn
as
in a
ten after tor
Th
Nmeee
t ital
I have
ho
bes:p
Southeast Asia—Chattanooga (Tenn.) News-Free
they are thrown away, he feels,
Press.
a team in food preparation he he is expendable, too. That
The proposed constitutional admendment to allow the Kentucky
should be justly proud.
hurts. A man likes to think that
General Assembly to meet annually for 45 non-consecutive days
I want to thank the Federal
all things about his life will last
will not receive the active support this year of either Gov. Wendell Savings and Loan, Murray forever.
H. Ford or U. Gov. Julian Carroll. Both announced their decision
Branch, for making your paper
There is a conjecture among
available each day. This goes to scientists and philosophers that
Thomas F. Gordon, age 75, died yesterday at 6:30 last week.
House Speaker Norbert Blume of Louisville says that he and the Peoples Bank and Bank of in time the human race will be
• p.m. at his home on Hazel Route Two.
other legislative leaders are planning to file a "friendly" suite to Murray for their cards..1 call reduced to a single gender.
A special training program for Civil Defense is
'tett the constitutionality of the amendment proposal. The this first class Public Malice,. Well, that doesn't seem too awbeing initiated in Calloway County, according to measure is going to court because a similar amendment
Reed Rushing
ful. Most of us have spent our
was on
Solon Bucy, director of Civil Defense here.
409 Briggs Street •
the ballot in November of 1969. No ene thought of it or mentioned it
jives enjoying one gender —
Russellville, Ky. 42Z11
during the 1972 legislative session but part of chapter 256 of the
Usually the other one.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble S. Taylor of Lynn Grove
announce the engagement and approaching Kentucky Constitution says:"...Nor shall the same amendment
again submitted within five years after submission." The
marriage of their daughter, Della Sue, to Mickey be
•
Court of Appeals will ultimately decide the question, with the
Boggess, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Boggess of issile probably being-does -the same
Open
7:30-Start
Dusk
amendment" refer to the
Murray Route Three.
subject matter of the proposal or the exact wording of the
Ends TO NITE
The wedding of Miss Joyce Morris, daughter of measures of 1969 and 1973. Kentucky's high court has been liberal
in
the
past
when
construing
our
1891
constitution.
'Mrs. Fredna Morris, and James Allen Paul, son of
Blume indicates that the test suit would head off any llth hour
Kok:QUEEN IvIncGRAW
F. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Paul of Lotville, took place on
legal attempts to keep the amendment form the Nov. 6th ballot.
THE GETAWAY
•
June 12.
believes the 1973 proposal will be interpreted as "a different
Miss Lena Green.of Ypsilanti, blich.3-is visi
sohu
l inintitutional amendment than the One defeated in 1969."
her sistttlers. Andrew Ward and Mr. Ward,
+++4-44+
We have just experiencedaikher confrontation at Kentucky
12th 8
State Penitentiary in which the potential for violence existed but
fortunately didn't materialize. The fact that the recent crisis at
EddyvWe, brought about by three troublesome convicts, was
,
Liza= a min nut:, - - .
,,
::''
resolvedarlth no physical harm to anyone can be attributed to the
. ..,
level headed leadership of Corrections Commissioner Charles
ki
"If you want to see a good show You should attend ,,e-Holmes, prison Superintendent Henry Cowan and experienced
the Little League games. The boys play hard anti-. guards'
Kentucky's maximum security prison does have urgent needs
play to win," from the column, "Seen & Heard that we are eigher
ignoring or neglecting. K.S.P. is overAround Murray."
--crowded, understaffed and there is too mucn icueness among
•
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath was the featured speaker. prisoners and few opportunities for rehabilitation. Until better
the WMU 50th anniversary tea held by the WMU facilities and an adequate staff are provided and reforms on' Baptist Church on June 30.
of the Memorial
:__ _ plemented it is probable that we will hear of future turmoil
7-happening at the ancient Lyon County Destine.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt.Belierts and children, Anna,

Conclusions:
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ARMFUL — Actor Rod Taylor cuddles lion cub on
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.Kay, and Rex., will vacation in Dewey, Okla., and St.
Gov. Ford announced last Friday a $1.1 million grant to the
Louis, MO
'
T.-'1.-':'
*Kentucky Commission on Aging. The grant is the tar
Showing4t the Varsity Theatre today and on In- .. P. Departmerlt of Health, Education and Welfare grant for the aging
k-.
it:. dependence Day is "The Vanquished" with John,, ever allotted Kentucky.. Ford said up to 80 per cent of the grant
eroedty
ri plarinuilneg and service areas. Arnong
Paine, Jan Sterling, Coleen Gray, and Lyle Bettger. va service ainreahisg,hcopvn
grant are 33 senior citizen
centers
of the
Henrysa idtle 1.3
mecarcehated
execu
funticlizeigdirec
will make it Commissionfor
possible
nntheAgcothrng'.
.
mission to reach an additional 60,000 senior Kentuckians during
•
, Thy words were found, and I did eat them; and thy ' the next year and to offer services to many who have
previously
word was unto me the'joy of rejoicing of mine been deprived of them.
.
heart—Jeremiah 15:16.
-;
wheawe digest and assimilate God's word do.
- .
Safi Diego ,clisr
murals are drawn in Yugo-.
f_ch
slavi§, made in Mexico and- iWtrue happinesi premisecritar--aildiel
AVe
•
-7
pieced together "like a giant
.puzzle" on the church floor
Started in- 1968, the mosaft
should he completed in 197;1
The Serbian Orthodox
— CNS
thurth of Br. George in Seh
Diego, Calif., is two-thirds of
by Carl Riblet Jr.
_
the'.way-tO becoming the first
What is there about money that bugs us fnost
in
. SWEET CHARITY
the*-days of the political bagman, the overpaid ' mosaic-walled church in the
Western Hemisphere, accord- On the bulletin board out-A: bugrnan,Laundered bank checks and a secret.
safe in ing to Fati
etak.,oj.d. _a _felethodi.stViurch it
every office of Ihe White House? Hundred
-dollar vich and he counts on in
Buckinghamshire, England,
bills! Something Unit -law-abiding citizens seldom , Italy, one in Istanbul and two
sorneene added below the noeach
in
Greece and Yugo....
if ever, see.'
tation "Drink Is Thine Ene- -si.avta to emphasize, the earmy" the charitable semi—_
"Filthy hicre:',"
ty
ment, "Love Thine Enemy ••
Ilmt4hy VI. 3
1'4 traditional glass
— CNS
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Wedding Vows Read

Wedding Vows Solemnized At Church
Tuesday, July 3
Group II of the First Christian
Chureh CWF *IL meet at the
home of Mrs. PA. Hart, with
Mrs. Mary Bordeaux as
cohostess at two p.m. Mrs.
Vernon Riley will present the
Program.
Murray Assembly No, 19
Ceder of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven

By Abigail Van Buren
Wednesday, July 4
The First Baptist Church will
have a church-wide picnic at
Baptist
Creek
Jonathan
Assembly with games at two
p.m., supper at six p.m., and
midweek service by the Lake at
7:30 p.m.

DEAR ABBY: My sister and her husband have never
had children of their own, so they have taken a special
interest in ours. I think this is very nice, but I resent very
much having my sister tell my children EVERYTHING
from the year one that has happened in our family.
There are things I have not told my, children because I
feel that no good purpose would be served in their knowing.
Besides, people have a right to turn over a new leaf and
live things ?town in their past. and I've never believed in
passing along gossip that has been dead and buried for
years.
Now my kids are telling me they didn't know Grandpa
served a year and a day in prison. IHe did But so what?
Be has paid his debt to society.] Also, that Aunt Marge
"had to" get married. And a cousin they never knew had to
be put away in a mental institution. Things of that nature.
Every family has a few skeletons, and ours is no different, but I resent this sister hauling them out for our
children to see, if I prefer to keep them in the closet. If
UPSET
I am wrong, please tell me so.
DEAR UPSET: I Can't metzsle• your sister and waiter
you. But do tell her exactly what you have told me.
hope if there are any other skeletons she hasn't hauled
oft she will leave them be.
DEAR ABBY: Robbie and I are both 26 and have been
happily married for over a year. But one problem, which
will probably sound ridiculous to you, has me at the end of
my rope. Please don't laugh.
Abby, his heels are so rough that sleeping in the same
bed with him is actually hazardous! His heels rake and
scrape my poor sensitive legs and feet at night and leave
my skin sore., ----I have tried every way I know to end this' nocturnal
battle I've purchased softening lotions and pumice slam
and have placed them in or by the shower where he has to
see them, The result? Zilch!
Please, Abby, suggest some way I might persuade him
to use something on those heels of his to relieve my discomfort.
ROBBIE'S MUTILATED SPOUSE
DEAR SPOUSE: (bet playing games. At bedtime. tell
Robbie you have a treat for him. them YOU tenderly apply
the lotion to his rough heels. Presto! Problem solved.
DEAR AB-BY: In my dentist's office there is a sign
which reads, "For your health's sake and the comfort of
others, please don't smoke."
A FAN,IN BOULDER
How do you like it?
DEAR FAN: Like it? I love it!
DEAR ABBY: When I read about that attractive, intelligent lady who talked too much, I was reminded of an
experience I shall never forget
Just before answering Uncle Sam's call to help him win
World War II, I took a 120-mile bus trip home to say
goodby to my mother. The bus was practically filled, and I •
couldn't believe my good fortune when I spotted an empty
seat right beside a beautiful young lady. Naturally I
grabbed it. Many envious glances were cast my way, for
she was truly a beauty.
About 20 miles out it became apparent why she was
traveling alone That girl talked incessantly, and she had a
kind of a whine in her voice. She droned on and on and I
couldn't get one word in. By the time we had traveled 50
miles I was ready to get off the bus and hitchhike the rest
of the way. That pretty face suddenly lost all its beauty.
Now every time I see a beautiful girl I am reminded
how unimportant beauty is if a girl doesn't know how to
BADGER STATE
keep her mouth shut.
Problems? You'll feel better if yes get It off your chest.
Fee a perusal reply, write to ABBY: Bee Ns. wok L. A.,
Calif. Heel. lbaelese staisped. esif-addressed envelope.

QUEENIE BEE MATINEE
"Namu,
the Killer Whale"
SaturOayriuly
4141
TiCKE S
at the

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
8:30-5:30, Except Fri. 8:00400

Oaks Country Club will have a
scramble golf tournament at
eight a.m. and a caterred
dinner at six p.m.Sign up or call
the pro shop for the golf dinner
by six p.m. Tuesday.
Pritchett family reunion will
have a flab fry at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Pritchett
on at noon. Each one is to bring
a covered dish.

Photo by Wilson Woolley
MR. AND MRS. JEFFREY GLEN BARBER are now residing
in Murray where they are both students at Murray State
University. The couple was married in an early June wedding at
the First Christian Church with Rev. David Roos officiating. The
bride, the former Linda Humphreys, is the daughter of Dr. and
pitro. Ben Humphreys of Murray. The groom is the son of Mr. and
tilift. Alva H. Barber -Of 'Mobile, Ala.

Meetings of the NiPtillt
Women and Baptist Young Women of the Cherry Corner
The Faith Doran Circle of the man Vincent Peale. She also
Church are scheduled at 7:30 First United Methodist Church read a poem,"A Better World
p.m.
Women met Tuesday, June 19, Begins With Me," and in
for a luncheon at the Traingle closing,"Give Me Wide Walls."
Baptist Women and Baptist
The thought for the day was
Young worries of the Flint
Mrs. Jack Wilcox had charge .an inspiring poem, "A
Church are scheduled to meet at of the program and gays
Parable," read by Mrs. Vernon
NMI
ROberb.
cerpts from the book,"A
The chairman, Mrs. Bun
To Cen6dest Living" pr
Swann, welcomed the members
and gave the invocation. She_ _
thanked the members for their
cooperation during the year.
The next meeting will be held
in September at the home of
Mrs. Clista Clanton.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Photo by Wilson Woolley
County _
Jr.
The/ Calloway
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, North 126 Democratic Women met at the
The wedding cake, served by Street, at seven pan. Anyone court house reeenIty with Mrs.
The sanctuary of the First silk illusion. The bridal bouquet
Presbyterian Chruch of Murray was of a chantilly rose cascade Mrs.Tess Hopson,was the focal interested is invited to attend. Rex Benefield a member of the
was the setting Saturday, June design composed of white point in the living room, where Persons do not need a partner. Graves County Democratic
16, at two thirty o'clock in the sweetheart roses and baby's it stood on a table covered with
Women's Club, as a special
afternoon for the wedding of breath edged with cut-out a white double damask cloth,
guest
Thursday, July 5
Miss Deborah Ellen Mount, 'motifs of the alencon lace used orginally belonging to the
The Golden Age Club met at
An appreciation dinner will be a
great- held for Rev. and Mrs. Edcl
maternal
bride's
daughter of Lt.-Col. and Mrs. for her gown.
Mrs. Benefield, introduced by the Kenlake State Resort Park
Miss Laurel Guy,sister of the grandmother. The three square Glover by the members of the Mrs. Crawford, gave in- on Friday June 29, at ten
Carroll W. Guy of Murray Route
Six to Paul David Warwick, Jr., bride and maid of honor, also berg were separated by Greek North Pleasant Grove Cum- formation about the club and o'clock in the morning for a
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul wore a gown designed and made columns and were decorated berland Presbyterian Church at described projects of the oicnic, and to wish Mrs. Ruby
by her mother. Of white im- with the wedding bell from the the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Warwick of Knoxville, Tenn.
Harrell a safe and happy tour of
Graves Club.
Rev. Charles Moffett, pastor, ported peau organza underlined cake of the bride's mother as
Elected as members of a the Holy Land.
The Bethel and Brooks Chapel
officiated at the double ring with spring green bridal taffeta, well as nosegays of fresh United Methodist Churches will nominating committee to name
Mrs. Harrell will leave Nashceremony. Centered on the the dress was of princess styling daisies.
hunk-picnic at the City officers for the Calloway Club ville, Term., Tuesday morning,
Weil
The dining room table was
communion table, which was with a ample square neckline,
were Mrs. Revel Haneline, Mrs. July 3rd, via air for Athens,
flanked by tall brass can- short miffed sleeve and a center elegantly covered with a.
Robert Mabry, Mrs. Desiree Jerusalem, and other places in
delabra holding white tapers, panel in a re-embroidered daisy banquetsized silvery grey linerMcGehee, Mrs. Fay Mathal, the Holy Land.
was a silver bowl of margarita motif worked in white silk cloth in a lace block design hand
Due to church revivals and
and Mrs. Crawford Ray.
sash
woven by the bride's mother.
daisies and baby's breath. An thread. A nile green velvet
Plans were made for an other activities in Murray and
arrangement of margarita was tied in a graceful bow with :An arrangement of daisies and
organizational meeting to be Calloway County, the members
daisies, baby's breath end three long streamers at the back, and baby's breath in a silver bowl
WMCF of Assembly of God held on Tuesday, July 31, at of the club voted to cancel the
was
ribbon
hair
matching
a
white tapers stood on either side
and white tapers in crystal and Church is scheduled to meet at eight p.m. at the court house July meeting.
of the steps leading to the fastened at the back of her hair. silver candlesticks were cen- seven pin.
The members present for the
with Mrs. William Sullivan of
The bridesmaids, Miss tered on the table.
chancel. Family pews were
Henderson and Mrs. Bock, state picnic were; Mrs. LWian Hicks,
Friday, July 6
Miss Laurel Guy and Miss
marked with white bows and Jennifer Warwick, sister of the
president, in attendance. All Mrs. Ruby Barnes, Mrs. Mary
groom, Miss Jill Craig, and Jennifer Warwick served the
Weekly twilight scramble golf Interested persons are invited. Louise Baker, Mrs. Celia Ann
margarita daisies.
Mrs. Donald Burchfield Miss Nancy Valentine, were punch, coffee, and canapes, will be played at 5:30 p.m. each
Also present for the first Roberts, Mrs. Mary Lamb,
presented a program of organ gowned identically to the maid which were on crystal and Friday at the Oaks Country meeting were Mrs. Robert 0. Mrs. Meme Mattingly, Mrs.
music preceding the ceremony. of honor with their dresses silver appointments. Miss Club. Nine holes will be played
Miller, Mrs. Betty Tsui, Mrs. Ruby Harrell, Mrs. Birdie
included underlined in sky blue bridal Peggy Guy kept the guest each week through July and 141111 Nell McCuiston, Mrs. Jo Parker, Mrs. Dewey Jones, Mr.
selections
Her
"Prelude" by Flor Peeters, taffeta and velvet sashes and register.
August. Persons are urged to Crass, Mrs. Lynn Johnston, and and Mrs. Bryan Tolley and Mr.
After the reception, the sign up at the pro shop.
"Elevation in G" by Dom hair ribbons of copen blue.
and Mrs. W.O. Vaughn.
Mrs. Mary Jane LitUeton:
All the attendants
ed couple left for their wedding
Benoit, "Jesu, Joy of Man's
-Desiring" by Bach, "Prelude - mixed bouquets in a
trip with the bride wearing a
o piece doable knit dress in
and Fugue in C Major" by bright spring colorer •
Candlelighters were Miss Wart, green and beige plaid and
Bach, "0 Perfect Love" hy
'Gurney, "Fantasia" by -rleggy Guy and Paul Guy,sister the White rose corsage from
Pacheledel, "Prayer"- by and brother of the bride. Miss her bridal bouquet. They surLemmata., and "Aria in F Guy wore a long dress of empire prised their guests by leaving
Major" by Handel. She also styling with bodice of mint by boat from the family dock to
,accompanied Mn. Kathryn green embroidered voile and A- pick up their car.
Elliot, who played a flute solo, line skirt of white eyelet made
They are now residing in
"Morning Has Broken "by by her mother. She wore a nile Maryville, Tenn., wherç, the
Farjeon, after the mothers were green velvet hair ribbon and groom is a senior at MarIfle
wrist corsage of green daisies. College, from which the bride
seated.
James Ross Warsick was graduated this June.
For the processional, the
"Trumpet Voluntaire" by best man for his brother;
Out of town guests included *
Purcell and the "Bridal Groomsmen were Daniel Guy,
and Mrs. Ralph Hillner of
Chorus" by Wagner were brother of the bride, Bruce -Mr.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Wisconsin; Mr. and *
Madison,
McNeil,
cousin
the
of
groom,
party
bridal
played, and the
Marion,
of
Turner
Chester
Mrs.
and
David
Clinton. Ushers were
recessed to "Joyful We adore
Clayton Ringler, Jr., and Earl Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Thee" by Beethoven.
Turner of Springfield, Ohio; Mr. 11
McMahan.
Bride's Dress
Mrs. Charles Stone, Mr...„:"
and
For
her
datigliter'S
wedding,
For her wedding, the bride
Harold Stone and Mrs.
—
was lovely in a gown designed Mrs. Guy deelgned a long dress and Mrs.
all of Knoxand made by her mother of of light weight salmon pink Margaret Stone,
candlelight imported peau crepe, with midriff styling on ville, Term., Mr. J. W. Stone and
of Memorganza underlined with bridal the v necked bodice, slightly Miss Jane Sedberry
Mrs. Sam
taffets. The fitted bodice gathered skirt and simple long phis, Tenn., Mr. and
Guy, Miss Anita Guy, Miss
featured a slightly lifted sleeve ending in a ruffle.
Mrs Warwick, mother of the Sarah Guy and John Guy of
waistline, victorian collar, and
Sony, No
Mr. and Mrs.
a full A-line skirt. Narrow bands groom, chose a long dress of Cincinnati, Ohio;
Jerry
Mrs.
and
Charilk IMAM
and lavender chiffon with gathered Harry Guy, Mr.
re-embroidered
of
Terry
Mrs
and
Mr.
and
Guy
look Cards
v
and
skit,
neckline
long
sleeve.
scallopped chantilly lace were
appliqued to the collet', 'Both-the neckline and sleeve Wiseman all of Troy, Tenn.,
waistline and at the dress hem, were edged in narrow silver Mrs. Larry Stephens and Miss
Joni Manley of Knoxville,
with large appliques of mat- braid.
Mrs. Guy wore a white Tenn., Miss Nancy Nivena_ of
ching alencon lace in a vertical
design down the front of the cymbidium orchid surrounded Gainesville, Ga., and Donald
skirt. The simple short sleeves by camellia leaves with white McDaniel of Atlanta, Ga.
were made entirely of the tubular velvet ribbon, while
Rehearsal Dinner
alencon lace, ending in a Mts. Warwick wore a green
!O4.1.44
groom's mother, Mrs. *
The
cyrnbidium
trimmed
in
the
The
edge.
scaliopped
:%4,,,„ •
the *
entertained
Warwick,
Paul
';'••••$::
same
manner.
*
detachable chapel train was
Mrs. Paul Lynn arranged all bridal party and out ot town * S.::.:1774
centered with four alencon lace
4
* ti
dinner
rehearsal
a
with
,
*
appliques, and the entire 'hem the flowers and directed the guests
,
15,
June
at
five-thirty
Firday,
was "encircled with large
o'clock in the lIffem6
Reeepties
"Ohlmatching appliques ending in -ilislaggies
Brass Lantern in
the
Following
ceremony,
the
edge.
the
at
the scallop
75
i
bowl
with
filled
Aurora._'
copper
A
were
parents
bride's
hosts
for
Sizes 1-2 thru
s')
Her Juliet cap was covered in
yellow daisies was *
the alencon lace with the elbow the reception at their home on white arid
•I
Waist 31" --: centered on the _lewd table. a
________
length veil made of imported Kentucky Lake.

s Luncheon Meet

Sleepwear

1

-.0.•

Dresses •
1__REDUCED-at___- -..-- ^" SwinTWear

a uP

A GREAT IS* MI
legged pants in sheer
yourself in no time a
work with-their Ugh
pick out a pattern the
or anything that need
Butterick pattern 314
flowered print on a ja

Coffe

Have trouble kw;
pattern guide sheet hr
a bulletin board or o
above your sewing ma
pin the guide sheet t
can read it without m
always have it hand;
aLso a good place fa
envelopes, pattern p
other items that can
pinned up.-Mrs.
Wrather, 209 Ma
Murray.

For happy feet, a
brush arid a pumice
grooming aids well w
regularly. During y
bath or shower, scrut
the well-Lathered bru
rub the pumice
toughened skin area
and heels. After
carefully, massage
lotion or cream.-Ca
Thompson, Hickman

TIPS ABOUT THI
MAKE ALL YOUR
EASIER-Check ya
spools to be sure
enough to complete t
Select a 'Color sligh
than the fabric-whe
threads look lighter.
colors of a check a
for the top and oth
bobbin. For easy
place something wt:
the eye of needle or u
threader. Cut thread
never break. When
hand, use a short le
20" Don't use a don
It tangles easily.
breaks when SE
machine, the needle
be rough. Put in a it
Fasten loose ends o
spool with celloph
saves untangling
box.-Catherine C.
Hickman.
If you're:11H.quit

want WW--- iseit1

your urtmsurthis
time 5 shape 'up.
best ways is to join
class or get togethei
friends for regub
sessions. If a lon
session daily just is
of tea, there's sti
following musc
habbits as you go
daily routine.
Before getting
morning,stretch yo
legs. Then as you ge
reach toward the
relax by dropping y(
the floor. All day lor
muscles a good I
whenever you car
strengthen stomact
you brush your tee
your hair-just sta
hold your stoma
tight. When you
keep your back sin
picking things up fr
do it the "right W113
knees, keeping
straight and tigh
stomach muscles.
should' be kept tog
Good posture ma
and look bette,r.
with your feet to$
slightly away frorr
Put your hilw
head and the small
against the wall.
feel your tumn
tighten. Hold this
enough to. get the
correct posture an
hold it as you wall
the wall. You ml

•
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Willie,And Wilkins
Family Reunion Is
Held Recently

Harris-Coursey Engagement

Flirting Returns
- With Fall Clothes

Travel Tips
For A Trip

simple and luxurious proporhons. Clip-on pins, button earr-,
Mgt and,envelope perms Jena
The Willie and Wilkins
their oldie-but-goodie influence,
families held a reunion at
too.
Are you planning a long
Miller's Park on the Cuba HighHalter dresses abound in slick vacation trip by car uith an
way in .praves County on
ivory leather with fur-trimmed infant or young children'
Sunday, June 10.
U so, some suggestions from
at
iacket. Thery're also offered in
served
was
A basket dinner
Bowman, Allied Van
peach.
and
green
.c‘ifiAtte
low key
noon. A plate lunch was taken to
Weinberg has spared every- Lines' home moving consultant.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Wilkins,
one a great array of ruffles, might be helpful. Miss Bowman
Sr., of Cuba who were unable to
sticking instead to simple lines. has written a booklet on how to
attend. Also unable to attend
He banks on unusual fabric ease moving for 'families with
due to illness were Mr. and Mrs.
ons and bold strokes young children and many oilier
combinati
and
Murray
Calvin Willie of
to
carry the drama. U comments are equally pertinent
of
color
Jesse Dotson of Crum Plains,
to lengthy automobileyacation
works.
Tenn.
long matte *illy dress,id- trips
A
Those attending were Mr. and
camel, is paired with a cotton
start
suggests:
Bowman
Miss
Mrs. Aubrey Stom and
topper rain coat. Fur jackets each day's drive either latest
daughter, Debbie, and sons,
sport sweater-ribbed trimming. night or early in the morning,
Darvin and David, Mr. and Mrs.
Part of-the luxurious look of perhaps before dawn The ..
Johnny Glover and sons, Ricky
his day clothes comes from the children then can be whisked
and Mark, all of Almo; Mr. and
abundant fabric in his tent from their beds to a comMrs. Edward Willie and
dresses and full-backed coats. fortable blanket in the back seat
children, Kim and Mark, of
Even jackets have deep pleats and go right on sleeping
lUrksey; Mr. and Mrs. Grady
in back.
Pre-pack two kits, Just for the
He throws in a little Gatsby children. The first should
Walters of Warren, Mich.; Mrs.
and
with low-waisted dresses
blase Dotson of Cross Plains,
contain things to amuse them,
Circle I of the United rups at the heels of the bulky such as books, crayons and
Tam.; Mr. and Mrs. Vester
Methodist Women of the First sweater movement in a series of paper, small toys and other
A GREAT look this =maser Is a bare-midriff top and wide- Willie of Lynnville; Mr. and
Church held its June 19th applause-winning beige styles such items. The second should
legged pants in sheer gauzy Tabrics. Beet of all you can sew them Mrs. Otis Willie of Benton; Mr.
Camel was a big color, fol- be a child's medical kit, conmeeting at two o'clock in the
yourself in no time at alLihner gauzy fabrics are marvelous to and Mrs. Elmer Brown and
by red and green. Black taining aspirin, cough syrup;
lowed
of
hall
of
social
the
in
Scotty,
and
Rfternoon
to
Amber
be
sure
children,
work with—their lightness lets them fall so freely. But
for one-shoulder eve- antiseptics, an anti-diarrheal
good
was
and
Harris
the church.
Miss Susan Marie
pick out a pattern,that shows off this quality. Nothing too tailored Old Hickory, Tenn.; Mr.
ning dresses, set with small but compound and perhaps a travel
program
was
the
One
announce
Baker
Joe
Route
Mrs.
Benton
of
Harris
I.
Ira
or anything that needs to be lined. Glamour's seeing editor chose Mrs. James Boyd and children,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
powerful rhinestone pins.
sickness remedy Of cowl!,
Butterit* pattern 3144, view B and had it made up in this rosy- Jenny and Mike, of Madison, engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest , leader and gave a most inof
son
-Prayer."
on
oldest
Danny
keep the medical kit out of. the
program
Coursey,
spiring
flowered print on a jade green background by Liberty of London. Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Susan Marie, to David Conner
-•• children's reach
The seventh chapter was used
Wells and children, Greg and Mr. and Mrs. James Coursey of Almo Route One.
by
secured
children
School.
the
Keep
and
High
reading
Marshall
scripture
South
the
for
of
graduate
Tony, Mr. and Mrs. William R
Miss Harris is a 1972
their seat belts as much as -.
Guhy, Michael.and Shelly, Mr. It**presently attending Murray State University where she is she closed with prayer.
-possible. Make frequent stous
A brief memorial for • MTh.
and Mrs. H.V. Wilkins, Grace majoring in speech and hearing.
B.
order to exercise so the little late
the
and
deceased
'Tress
a
Wilkins,
recent
Odie
several
Geurin,
Lorene
O.B.
Mrs.
are
procedure
Wilkins,
nts
Lee
this
repeat
'Her maternal grandpare
ones can work off some of the
Have trouble keeping your times a day, until good posture Mr.and Mrs. Waymond Perkins
late
the
Carl
are
Mrs.
ts
by
led
was
grandparen
member,
L. Treas of Benton. Her paternal
pattern guide sheet handy? Put becomes a habit.
The Muriay &Sinew and energy they've built up.
Harrison.
and Kenneth, all of Graves Williams I. and Janie Harris of Brookport, Illinois.
a bulletin board or cork board
School.
High
in
nal Women's Club
presided
County
Professio
Henry
Calloway
When traveling with infants,
David
at
Mrs.
graduate
whenever you can. County.
1971
Walk
Mr. Coursey is a
above your sewing machine and Instead of taking your car or
the absence of Mrs. Connie held its regular June dinner use pre-packaged, ready-to- - •
by Airco Alloys in Cavert City.
employed
presently
is
He
foods
pin the guide sheet there. You bus for a mile or two, can you
Maternal grandparents of the grootaelect are Mrs. Augusta Ford. She opened the meeting meeting at the Murray feed formulas and bottled
initial
need
can read it without moving and spare that extra time to walk Catch Butterfly'Ktops
not
do
grandwhich
"My
paternal
House.
Club
poem,
His
Woman's
a
Almo.
read
of
prayer,
with
Conner
H.
W.
late
the
Conner and
always have it handy. This is the distance?
Dr. David C. Roos, minister of refrigeration and disposable
N. W. Coursey, also of Almo.
Prayer," and made anNo, you don't catch them in parents are the late Mr. and Mrs.
also a good place for pattern
nouncements of interest to the the First Christian Church, was plates and utensils Disposable
of taking an elevator a net on a warm spring day.
is being planned.
Instead
wedding
August
An
-and
envelopes, pattern pieces and all the way.up or down, can you
members. She also asked each the guest speaker. His subject diapers, paper towels
the
tissues. and pre-moistened and
other items that can be easily get off and walk one or two Butterfly chops, cut from
shutwas
the
ness."
remember
to
"Together
member
pork loin, are available in
useful in
pinned up.—Mrs. Barletta flights of stairs?
The speaker was introduced sealed towelettes are
ins with their prayers and
meat markets. It's also
many
and
clean
baby
a
keeping
St
Noble
Map%
Mrs.
and
209
Mr.
Kimmi,
Wrather,
by the president, Mrs. Betty
cards.
The Murray City Park was
Look around and you'll find easy to "butterfly" sections of
comfortable.
Mr. and
Ricky,
and
Hughes
Murray.
at
the
call
presided
who
Riley,
roll
for
family
and
a
day
ot
—
minutes
The
recently
every
the scene
opportunities
the loin at home.
Should a child become ill
the Mrs. Fred Gallimore, Mr. and were by the secretary, Mrs. meeting.
doing some extra walking-one
Purchase either 12one1ess reunion when member; of
For happy feet, a soft nail
Mrs. Agnes McDaniel in- during a trip, the best places to
of pork loin or the bone-in meat. family of the late Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Max Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith, and the
easiest
and
best
the
of
and Eddie, Mr. treasurer's report was given by troduced Bruce Lee who played seek help in a strange combrush and a pumice stone are
exercises. When you walk, take If the bone is present, re- Jimmie Atkins who lived Van Thompson
Paschall, Mrs. Carl Rowland.
Charles
Mrs.
grooming aids well worth using long steps so that you feel the (
and
two numbers on the accordion. munity are the emergency ward
move it by running a sharp around Puryear, Tenn., for
David, Andy, Gary, Don, and
regularly. During your daily stretch in your leg muscles.
expressed
Visitors were Mrs, Pravid C. oç outpatient clinic of the local
Elliott
together
Henry
Mrs.
gathered
years,
many
and
bone
the
between
knife
Puryear, Term.; Mr. thanks from Mrs. Keys Futrell Roos, Mrs. Frances Shay, Mrs. hospital, Should your child have
of
all
bath or shower, scrub feet with
Dale,
extra
picnic
that
bountiful
go
to
enjoyed
want
slices
and
If you
meat.) Cut the loin into
the well-lathered brush. Gently mile, borrow your youngster's 11
and Mrs. Ed Miller, Jr., and to the circle for the many acts of Lola McClain, Mrs. Betty a continuing or chronic con2 to 2 inches thick. Cut each lunch at the noon hour.
/
and Mrs. J.C. kindness shown her during the 'Jackson, and Mrs. Thyra dition, carry photocopies of his
rub the pumice over any bike and start riding it short slice almost in two from fat
Those attending were Mrs. Debbie, Mr.
medical records.
toughened skin areas on soles distances. As you work up to side, knife parallel to surface Irma Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gallimore,all of Hazel; Mr. and illness of both she and Mr. Crawford.
In sum, if a family plans
and heels. After drying longer excursions, you may of meat. Use care to cut only Bury and little Billy, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Thompson, Jay and Futrell.
Hostesses for the meeting
and keeps the children's
ahead
carefully, massage feet with decide to get a bike of your to opposite *dge of chop so Mrs. Ted Broach, Mr. and Mrs. Dana of Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
with
were Mrs. Riley, Mrs Madelle
The social hour followed
in mind, then a longneeds
Mrs.
C.
and
Mr.
therine
Driver,
cream—Ca
lotion or
the hostesses, Mrs. Joe'Baker Talent, Mrs. Laura Jennings,
owa. Do get beck in shape. that the mea* is hinged to- Billy Bruce Broach and Debra, Ford
April, and and Mrs. Charlie Hale, serving and Miss Frances Whitnell, distance trip can be acand
Driver
Perry
Thompson, Hickman.
spread
and
Separate
and
gether.
difthe
Latimer
feel
Mrs. Patricia
You'll look and
Driver and refreshments to the fourteen newly elected officers of the complished with minimal
ference.—Maxine Griffin, the two sides of pork so that Candaee Leigh, Mr. and Mrs. Airs. Jimmie
Paducah.
of
all
TIPS ABOUT THREAD TO Federal Bldg. Clinton.
Rochelle,
the (Bop lige fairly flat
club.
members.present.
Freddie Summers, Misty and
MAKE ALL YOUR SEWING
EASIER—Check yardage on
spools to be sure you buy
enough to complete the project.
Select a "tstilor slightly darker
Carton of 20
than the fabric—when stitched,
To
Right
The
Reserve
We
both
10' Packages
threads look lighter. Use
colors of a check or plaid-one
s
Limit
Quantitie
Reg. '2.00
for the top and other for the
bobbin. For easy threading,
place something white behind
Choice of DOublemint Juicy Fruit,
the eye of needle or use a needle
threader. Cut thread on a slantSpearmint
never break. When sewing by
hand, use a short length-about
GAF
VASELINE
20." Don't use a double thread,
it tangles easily. If thread
INTENSIVE CARE
breaks when sewing on
may
point
needle
the
machine,
MOISTURE SHIELD
be rough. Put in a new needle.
Fasten loose ends of thread to
For all 126 instant loading
18-oz. Box
spool with cellophance tapesaves untangling the thread
box.-Catherine C.._ _Thompson,
Hickman.
If you're not quite sure you
wimt to be seen in public in
13-oz.
your swimsuit this season, it's
the
of
One
Aerosol Can
time to shape "up.
EFFERDENT
best ways is to join an exercise
class or get together with some
BUG KILLER
friends for regular exercise
FITS A
A I
sessions. If a long exercise
Roach & Ant Bug Killer
session daily just isn't your cup
of tea, there's still hope by
Kills ants & roaches faster. surer!
following muscle-tone-up
habbits as you go about your
daily routine.
Textured Clear Plastic
Before getting up in the
morning,stretch your arms and
legs.'Then as you get out of bed,
2091 with 50' Free
reach toward the ceiling and
relax by dropping your hands to
250' Roll
the floor. All day long, give your
stretch
-elltscles a good long
whenever you can. You can
strengthen stomach muscles as
you brush your teeth and ccanh
your hair-just stand tall and
hold your stomach muscles
AmmailmallImmullh
tight. When yoil bend over,
keep your back straight. When
Fast Pain Relief!
picking things up from the floor,
your
Bottle of
do it the 1,%Ight way—bend
knees,_leeping your back
2.35-oz. Can
13-oz Can
straight and tightening your
legs
stomach muscles. Your
Feminine Hygiene Deodorant
shoulC be kept together.
GILLETTE
Continuous deodorant protection
Good posture makes you feel
ts*"....
iminit
and look better. Try standing
AiNt•O
DEODORANT
all day long.
with your feet together, heels
wall.
the
from
slightly away
FREE
.-oz.
hoice of mist or powder.
Put your hips, shoulders,
irk II Demonstrator
head and the small of your back
. .-Spray.
against the wall. You should
Razor!
feel your tummy muscles
tighten. Hold this position long
enough to. get the feel of the
Reg. '159 Sole
correct posture and then try4to
hold it as you walk away from
_
the wall. You might,have to
--$y ANN NENCKIIN
NEW YORK (AP) — Polish
up your mysterious flirt routine,
if you're going to wear Chester
Weinberg's clothes this fall.
Models instinctively raised
one shoulder or an eyebrow as
they padded self-confidently
down the aisles Monday in halter sweaters, with rhinestone
clips and brown satin slip
dresses_
These little numbers insist on
some rendition, however halting, of a flirt. Remember flirting? It was when you didn't tell
everything about yourself on
the fi:st date. It made for suspense.
If there must be nostalgia,
Weinberg has pared it down to

With Kids -

Mrs. Joe Baker Is
Program Leader At
Circle I Meeting

Dr. DOW,C. Roos
Speaker At Meeting
Murray B&PW Club..

Coffee CUD Chatter

Atkins Family Has Reunion, City Park

Wrigley's Gum

Stop, Shop
and

East Side of The Square

Sale

AQUA NET

COtOR PRINT FILM

BATH BEADS

HAIR SPRAY

Reg. '1.19 Sale
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I

BAYER ASPIRIN
loo.

PWSTEEN
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PRISTEEN
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Jimmy Conno.rs Made A ,„,_
.•!: - Favorite At Wimbledon
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Nationi
Big Rel

tters For Thurman And
Iwo-Hi
•
chavis In Pony League Play

Don McCune Wins raw
Bowling Tourney

REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
Coming through with a
final 251-204 game victory, Don
e
.,f wtr
f. e of Munster, Indo
h acCun
l
ifth CtLfllip
- as the 840,year Monday night
Open
only two non-seeds to reach the Bjorn Borg the 17-yearselir -tournamed.
9°° RedwctitdqtY -Rs tbreeBowling
d4Y
'
19.,
the
is
other
The
eight.
final
'
Swedish whiz kid.
run.

'

i
-4----'•---r

By ROBERT JONES ..
Associated Press Writer

WIMBLEDON,England ( AP) .year-old Indian, Vijay Amrit-Jimmy Connors, a baPPY-80raj, who plays Kodes in a querlucky player from Belleville, ierfinai.
Ill., plays his Wimbledon quarter-final match against Alex
Metreveli today carrying a burden on his sturdy shoulders:
he's been made a 3-1 favorite to

.s.

The other quarterfinal will be
between Britain's Roger Taylor, seeded third, and blond

League. Dexter walked away
victory from Brady
with a
Bunch by a score of 10-1.
Dexter scored early in the
game with three runs scored in

me_nt Saturday, ousting top-...
seeded Ilie Nastuse of Ho-

mania. Nastase had been the
favorite, and his defeat left the
field wide open in the men's
the first inning.
singles.
The Dexter defense held
' Connors gets his chance this Brady Bunch to only one run
year because of the defection of
which wasscored in the seventh
most of the top stars, including
inning by Lynn Hewitt. Morton,
Stan Smith; defending chamHammons and Collie each
pion John Newcombe; Arthur

Ashe and Ken Rosewall, who
boycott the tournament in support of Nikki Pilic,
the Yugoslav banned by the International Lawn Tennis Federanon at the request of his national association. Playing for
the first time here, he suddenly
came on to Wimbledon's fast

slammed three hits to insure
their team's victory.
Crutcher had two hits for the
losers.
In a game played on June 24,
Dexter found themselves a
winner again over East Ecin by
a score of 16-3. Dexter took an
early lead by scoring eight runs

grass courts straight from clay
and defeated Nastase in the
best match of the todrnament
so far.
In today's quarter-finals, he
mit Juergen Fassbender of

in the first inning.
They never were behind for
the remainder of the game.
Dexter belted 20 safe hits and
held East End to only five hits.
Brooks Collie was four for

West Germany, the No. 8 seed.
Mayer is unseeded and one of

four as she carried the big stick

decided to
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RC4) Whitrner singled twice as
did Mark Young and Joe Klein.
Other hits for the winners in_

Dodgers thumping the Mets 11.
Bob Thurman allowed tallY
two hits and fanned five as the
Indians won an easy game.
Tommy Chavis struck out 13
nightcap
as tit
!nen tit the
!:
•
Dodgers managed only two
Little League play found the
Astros falling to the Cuba 12-11
while the Reds bombed the Nats
72-4.
Two Park League games
found the Astrce trimming the
Reds 12-7 while the Cards edged
A.
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tier says he's back.
weight champion Cr
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Frazier knocked
ropean champion Jo
the 10th round and
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night.
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, fared at Foreman'
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"I think I'm back
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Perez' 14th homer
came off a Brewer
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Monday's Games
Montreal 2, New York 1, 10
innings
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Cincinnati 4, Los Angeles 2
St Louis 7, Philadelphia 4
San Diego 8; Houston 5
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Philadelphia (Lonborg
chic:Igo (Pappas 5-5)
(Ellis- • -4-7 and
Pittsburgh
Moose 6 7) at Si Louia (Wise 94 and FolkerS 1-0), 2. H
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Dan Potts went dive for five
to lead the 20 hit attack for the

for the Cards
eluded a double by Spann and a worked on the hill singledOk's
and
single by Larry Cumiingham. anddoola"I‘a::edenlaiZoednfievsefcrbiglrubsbatted
Bill Wilson carried a big bat
for the losers as he homered
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two innings apiece and coinbined for a total of 11 strikeouts.
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Jackson

and singled
once
three times.
each stat4led als and Bret Warner all
iv
singled twice while Kevin Gassetn
Rick Smith
Jackson had
hits.
singles were recorded by Randy twice
Mayfield, Craig Redden, Mark
For the losing Mets, David
FreeillwMiThilDnintondilli:lieedj. dekwscon
to Olga Morozova of Russia, be- $2•24°._
Smith, Don Rogers, Scott Hill
Swayda, who was trying for
fore winning 4-6, 6-4, 6-1. Chris
three times while Mark West Storey, Steve Gough, Paul
Tony
Herndon.
and
his first title, won 81,700 for his
Denton, Troy Perry, Bob
single.
Evert of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The league-leading Reds added a
ever
Johnson and Bill Lesie all hit
Kelly
Cards,
also dropped a set in heating third-place finish, his best
losing
the
For
first
the
in
runs
19
for
struck
in six years on the tour. Fourth
Rosie Casals of San Francisco,
and Chris Rogers each singled safely for the losers.
inning and more or less had a
place and $1.300 went to Don
The Astros picked up their
Kelly scoring three
6-2, 4-6, 6-2.
the Cubs 17-14. One Kentucky practice se•gion for the rest of twice with
Johnson, Akron, Ohio, who rose
,
Park League win of the
first
Chris twice.
Billie Jean Ku_.H1g - thP--- title- from seventh place during his
League game found the Reds the game in their win over the times and
Resig singled and scored season last night as David
Phil
Nats.
holder and No. 2 seed from last game on a 289 effort.
Dwight McDowell Denham and Walter Payne
it
il
an t received 101012-h
ufmPas
hin
PP
Terry Gibson fanned 11 twice while
Long Beach, Calif., managed to
For the 42-game event, sliT
Mike Todd combined for the win over the
times.
two
scored
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only
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beat Kerry Melville but the McCune spilled 10,076 pins, backing by the Indians with batters and
and Dewane Smith each added Reds.
Nats.
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to
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bat
big
Wells
the
Mike
carrying
bonus
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included
which
seventh seeded Australian gave
Gary Lahtie singled three
a single.
The Nats had singled from
her lots of trouble before bow- sticks, 30 for each of 13 match with three doubles. Thurnlan
for the winners while
times
Barr.
Keith
and
Rollins
Rich
A Friday night Kentucky ,________
Mg 9-8, 8-6.
game triumphs. He averaged doubled and singled while
Dennis Spencer and James Ray
cube
the
Thompson
found
game
League
thrice
singled
Vaughn
Mike
singled twice.
The women's singles semi_ more than 230 per game for the KerrY
taming the Cards 13_3 as Bret Thomas added a hit apiece.
Other hits for the Indians and doubled for the winners.
finals will be played Wednes_ tourney.
• ' included a triple by Nick
For the Reds, David Ryan
Gibson helped his own cause Warner and Greg McClure
day, with the final on Friday..
and Kenny Parrish hit safely.
Johnson, a double by Terry with a homer and a double while combined for the win.
.E AND FIELD
TRAL
Men's semifinals will be Thurs.
In the nightcap, the Cards
Grogan and a single by Mike Dean Cherry singled and
Tun Berkley, Alan Warner,
STOCKHOLM - Ben Jipcho
day and the final Saturday.
managed to sneak past the
Dan
Kemp,
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Howard
Fred
Wanrer,
Bret
doubled.
Esker,
t' -of Kenya ran the third fastest hirby.
Cubs. 17-14.
armnd Sinis and LarrY Boone, Scott Barrow and David Potts, Greg McClure, Tommy
- mile of all time covering .the "
Mike Spoerner and John
Hendon and Danny Sims all had
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May 30.
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action found the Indians
shelling the Asfros 21-1 and the

and slugger Tony Pe
on one big point folk

Saturday Kentucky
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• Of League Triumphs
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!Rangers Blow Lead And Clyde
Cried Its His Team Got Fried

National Audience Watches
Big Red Machine Come Back

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON cosdi Jackie Moore while chas- the BOSS311 Red Sox nipped the
Speier's two-run shot in the
ants outscored the Atlanta
Associated Press Sports Writer ing a fly ball during batting New York Yankees 1-0, the Mil-,
Braves 9-5 and the San Diego eighth inning gave San FranTexas Manager Whitey Her- practice and suffered a broken waukee Brewers shaded the
Padres beat the Houston Astros cisco a 6-5 lead, and the Giants
Baltimore Orioles 5-3 and the
zog told David Clyde to smile left collarbone.
wrapped it up with three more
8-5.
Clyde, the 18-year-old whiz Detroit Tigers edged the Clevebut the Rangers' bullpen made
The Chicago Cubs and Pitts- runs in the ninth.
who was the first choice in land Indians 4-3.
him weep.
Aaron's homer off Jim Barr
burgh Pirates were not schedTexas' troubles began before baseball's free agent draft last
Consecutive doubles by Steve
was his 21st of the season and
uled.
Monday night's game against month, then went to the mound Braun and Larry Hisle touched
He added, "It all seems futile
Boots Day's pinch-homer in No. 694 of his career, putting
By RON ROACH .
Chicago when relief pitcher for his second major league apinning
the 10th inning-which just him 20 short of Babe Ruth's ca- Associated Press Sports Writer at the moment. Swede was not Steve Foucault collided with pearance. He beat Minnesota off a three-run fourth
the
beat
Twins
the
helped
that
and
the
in
racing,
714.
die
first
of
to
mark
my
reer
people,
my
cleared the right field fence
"These are
last week, allowing one hit and
Royals.
Clarence Gaston's three-run friends, my living and my he undoubtedly won't be the
and Mets outfielder Rusty
two runs while walking AM
Boston's John Curtis cooled
Staub-gave the Expos and homer in the ninth inning boost- whole life. It's also the great last one."
and striking out eight in five inthe Yankees on eight singles
off
The
to
victory.
the
Padres
ed
be
to
want
Steve Renko, 7-5, the victory
race that I always
flings.
Dwight Evans drilled an
Astros had issued an intentional In and always love to watch."
over the Mets.
This time, he went six in- and
-field home run in the
opposite
Ted Simmons belted a three- walk to Nate Colbert just prior
So spoke Swede Savage beforced
blister
a
nings before
to give the Red Sox
inning
fifth
blast.
to
Gaston's
500.
in
five
fore the 1971 Indianapolis
= homer and drove
him to the sidelines. The White
LEAGUE
ATIONAL
Victory.
NT
their
American League baseball
It helps to explain why Sayruns-his second five-FtBI game
Sox managed three runs-two
,ats)—
, uant,erb
,
31710
BAT LNAG
The Yankees maintained
in five days-for the Cards. scores: Detroit 4, Cleveland 3; age refused to quit auto race
of them unearned thanks to
four-game lead over Baltitheir
4;
5,
.335
Texas
Sox
White
Onat
Chicago
accident
.303
an
driving after
Simmons, who hit .304 and
Clyde's own throwing error-on
76,
SF,
-nds,
iA
S
st
f
v,s
aU
R
D
w
march
in
speedway
motor
in the East Division but
tart°
more
3;
Bosthe last two seasons, had been Milwaukee 5, Baltimore
four hits while Clyde walked
their 13-game home winhad
RUNS BATTED IN-Bench,
as low as .194 earlier this sea- ton 1, New York Yankees 0; 1971 left him with brain damsix.
fanned
two and
Pgh, 57
snapped.
re.11y JANE BRANDON
son, but is now up to .285 with Minnesota 5, Kansas City 2, Age that affected his memory. Cin 58 Stargell,
Clyde turned a 4-3 lead over ning streak
Davis.
George Scott blasted a tie2.
Oakland
Calvin Robertson, 702 of to the bullpen but Bill Melton
David Earl Savage Jr., 26, of
a club-leading 41 runs batted and California 4,
,
11 r4'
HITSRussell°LiA, /1 Fuentes, ;
Poplar Bluff, Missouri, was the greeted Don Stanhouse, the breaking two-run homer off reSOMA Ana, Calif., died Monday 100, Bonds, SF, 100.
in.
Chi,
STeCaLdenal,
StUaBult;EN
hospital
top driver Friday night at the fourth Texas pitcher, with a liever Grant Jackson with two
Indianapolis
Cleveat an
Cards starter Reggie
22;
TRIPLES--AAetzger, ton, 10; Reidland Raceway as be toot game-tying single in the eighth out in the eighth inning, powfrom injuries suffered in a fiery
land, 9-5, had a four-hitter and
and feature race. inning and Ed Herrmann dou- ering the Brewers past the Oricrash daring the 1973 lady soil Matthews, SF, 5.
a 7-0 lead going into the ninth,
-Stargell, Pgh, the third heat
. OMEds,RJFNSn
73H
Other
were Lorry bled home the winner in the oles.
winners
inevitably
question
the
their
all
Still,
when the Phils got
Pedro Garcia and Darrell
BASES-Morgan, Calhoun, 1, in the first heat; ninth.
STOLEN
cropped up: Why didn't Savage
runs and Orlando Pena had to
cin, 32, Cedeno, Htn, 29.
Porter hit solo homers for Milin
the
77,
Jesse
Ladd,
second
quit while he still had life?
come in and bail Cleveland out.
the
American
in
Elsewhere
PITCHING (7 Decisions)
heat and Kenny Yates, 33, in the League, the Minnesota Twins waukee.
"I don't feel it's fair to talk Brett, Phi, 72, .771, 3.14; Os
The victory lifted St. Louis to
LA, 10-3, .769, 3.13.
Mickey Stanley hit a two-run
teen,
heat.
fourth
about it at this time," said Dan 117
the .500 mark for the third
moved into first place in the
A,
L
,
ton
11.-)
T-S141,
.".1N
.TeCf)
2 Lla
Gurney, the man who more
homer but a passed ball
points
by
four
time. That's the highest the
Division
West
The fourth heat ended with a
AMERICAN LEAGUE
than anyone else made Savage
a 5-2 charged to Cleveland catcher
Cards have been, following a
moo at bats)-- tie for second place between over Oakland with
BATTING
John Ellis let in the risi that
.520 start.
DALLAS (API - Marilynn a vrorld-class driver.
b/i4r5g, NY. .397; W Horton, Paul Hogue, 88 of Metropolis triumph over the Kansas City
Blomberg,
enabled the Tigers to boot the
"1 took the approach that if De
loswere
In the slugfest at Atlanta, Alworth put it succinctly:
A's
the
while
Royals
RUNS-Mayberry, KC. 54, and Jesse Ladd, 77 of Reidland. ing to the California Angels 4-2,
harts Speier, Bobby Bonds and "Lance got to the point where he was adamant and he was
The feature race was bad
Ken Berry's three-run homer
:11-(Ta IN --May
Gary Matthews homers,fer the he felt foolish...he was just a Sahli to do it one waY anoth- R .I.RlaUcf1Xn BO
news for Hill Hay of Sikeston,
off Vida Blue in the second inQak,
Jackson,
ar,I wanted to be an helpful as berry. KC, 74, R
Giants, Hank Aaron ad Dave sore thumb out there."
lestiouri, when there was a
ning and run-scoring single in
T
JohAsson for the/lew •
NY
.• Illneksit up between his 97 and 78
Lance Alworth-a premier re- Icood_d. Swede certainly as- 63
eighth sparked the Angels
the
(ef
"
e„,
ca,a
at
driver
Mn, 92
ceiver for nine years with the pired to be a racing
driven by James McKinney of
°vie the A's. Berry's homer fol- DOUBLES-D.Allen, asi, el;
thing
the
1W11111
It
early
age.
very
little
and
Chargers
Diego
San
Hopidnsville.
toned walks to Bob Oliver and
7;
t' 18. .mhsr-'
arew,
Rcx1:Ptg_EleSziCar
more than a crackback blocker he wanted to do the most. That A TRIPLES---C
Paul Hogue's 88 also ex- Thursday morning Ladies League
Richie Scheinblum. Deron
Sal,
Bumbry,
6;
Bal,
Cogg,ns
to
enough
was
not
Team Standings
for the Dallas Cowboys-retired accident
perienced trouble and was
6
Lost Johnson hornered for the A's.
Won
desire.
that
lose
him
make
to
fulltime
devote
to
Monday
forced out of the race.
In National League action it
; 4s1c,RUNS-tria
11 5
"He seemed to me to be dis- occH(ism
his real estate business in Calihobby car races were Daisies
The
16.
Oak,
Cincinnati 4, Los Angeles
R.Jackson,
was:
16;
Chi,
agof
5
11
balance
the
good
playing
.Go.Getters
fornia
OakS T2? L E Nor,B.kaSI
won by Charles Todd, 260 of Rockets
7 9 2; Montreal 2, New York 1 in 10
"I guess I could have played gressiveness and prudence."
7 9 innings; St. Louis 7, PhilaSuperstars
PITCHING (7 Decisions)- Paducah.
But other drivers questioned
7 9
Ding-A-Lings
for two or three more years but
Brenda Calhoun of Denton, Hatt
5 11 delphia 4; San Francisco 9, At
' Or. 12.3,1 '8°13, 3116;
MUnter
By RONALD THOMSON - Court arena thought Frazier I think it was time to go," said Savage's comeback. Before last Colborn,
Storrners
2.54.
86,
.
11-3,
MI,
driving Car 1, won the powder
High Team Game Series
had won at least nine rounds
lanta 5, and San Diego 8, Houit
Associated Press Writer
STRIKEOUTS-N.Ryan, Cal,
the 32-year-old Alworth, who year's California 500, Savage's
Ding•A-Lings-4.38
puff race.
ton 5.
LONDON (AP) - Joe Fra- while British referee Harry had the nickname Bambi be- car was smoking and for three 176; Singer, Cal, 132.
-435
Daisies
First heat-Larry Calhoun, 1;
Handicap
Game
Team
High
apparently
zier says he's back. And heavy- Gibbs, the only Judge, scored cause of his leaping catches.
laps
he
COnSeCUUYe
THE
Ding•A-Lings-604
Headquarters To Move Kenny Yates, 33; Glen Yates,
flag calling
weight champion George Fore- Frazier winner of six rounds
Daisies-a585
"I honestly felt like I could didn't see a black
Willie
and
60
Jett,
14;
Charlie
winBugner
.1
-year-old
23
and
the
COLUMBUS, Ohio AP)
HiglrTeam Series Scratch
man watched the return.
stop.
help more," said Alworth, who for him to
Sellars, USA-4.
Daisies-1181
With Foreman in the crowd, ner of four, with two even.
Twenty-one registered US. The headquarters of the NationtouchdOwe
-1153
four
Ding.A.Lings
only
;
7
7
Ladd,
caught
Second heat-Jesse
Frazier weighed 206, six
signed a peti- al Association of Professional
Frazier knocked down Eu..High Team Series Handicap
with Dallas in two years _ Auto Club drivers
Paul
passes
78;
McKinney,
Jamn
he
when
than
lighter
minor
pounds
a
Ding.A Lings-1651
calling for tests of Swede's Baseball League,
ropean champion Joe Bugner in
after snaring 81 in nine years lion
Se; Bill Keeling, 24 Jr. Daisies-1631
IS THE LARGEST
the 10th rotuld and pounded out fought Foreman and the light21 included league organization, will move
The
capabilities.
High Individual Game Scratch
Diego
702.
San
Robertson,
at
SELLING CIGAR t
in to St. Petersburg, Fla., this and Calvin
Harris-162
Mary
killed
a 12-round decision Monday est he's been since be out-Pollard,
Art
late
the
Otto
puts
departure
Alworth's
IN THE WORLD
Third heat-Calvin Robert- Kathy LIchtenegger —161
pointed Muhammad All March
September, it was announced
lady
night.
1973
the
for
runs
practice
and
Stowe, Golden Richards
son, 702; Charlie Jett, 60; Bill High Individual Game Handicap
It was Frazier's comeback 8, 1971.
A.J. Foyt, who Monday.
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Mike Montgomery into the plc- 500, and veteran
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And,
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office
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C,atif., next feu colors," Gurney said. rfroliasebal following
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a
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Jesse
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a
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week
alBut
laughing.
even
and
said
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now,"
"I think I'm
editor
add, 77; James McKinney, 78 -Mary Harris-614
TENNIS
Alworth is the No. 5 receiver said Jim Bryant, sports
Kathy Lichteriegger-598
the 29-year-old former cham- though he knocked the flIWIMBLETON, England - and Larry Calhoun, 1.
Foot- of the Ontario Daily Report.
National
all-time
the
on
Top Averages
Robertpion as he sat in his dressing pound Briton down, raised
race--Cavlin
about
Feature
Evonne CroOlagong, Billie Jean
Linda Bray-141
League list. His biggest "But he became light
ball
and
eyes
both
around
lumps
bruise
bulging
77;
a
Ladd,
room fingering
Ethelene McCalloo- 140
touchdown things. He said, 'Forgive me if King, Chris Evert and Marga- son, 702; Jesse
Norma Robertson-134
bloodied his nose, Frazier could catch was for a
Sellars,
Willie
that was closing his left eye.
60;
Jett,
Charlie
said
He
things.'
some
matches
forget
their
I
won
ret Court all
against Miami in Super Bowl
Bonnie Hate--133
Paul
1;
The decision was clearcut for not make Bugner his 26th
Calhoun,
Larry
USA-4;
put
to
able
Anna Owen-130
he just hasn't been
to advance to the semifinals of
VI in Dallas' 24-3 victory.
his
wan
as
he
victim
Imodnat
Nancy Todd-130
97.
Frazier.
the women's singles at Wimble- Hogue, 88 and Bill Hay,
a star player at the it all back together."
Alworth,
Darne41-130
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again
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Most ringsiders at the Earl's
regunew
the
noted
Gurney
ton.
University of Arkansas, was
since
Way
signed under the goal posts of lations to improve
Bogner, sorelyl*is
"I think
the Sugar Bowl after his town tha Indy 500 and said,
punch, could not km*
can always strive for
post-_
1961
the
M
&Wed
away but be had the adds
more."
The (Annex Plan can help you
crowd of 15,000 cheeringi wildly NUM Pflq..
become the slim trim person that you
trade
to
tried
he
gamely
as
would like to be. Odrinex has been used
successfully by thousands all over the punches with Frazier and even
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess almost closed Frazier's eye-lfl.
Sat and Ws !ringer.
the last two rounds.
Odrinex a, tiny tablet end easily
The Hungarian-born Bugner
s wallowed.Contains no dangerous drugs
hursday-Friday-Saturday
No starving. No special exercises
now has lost six times against
(Annex Plan costs 13.25 and the Fargo
42 victories and a draw as a
economy size $5 25.
Girl's Nylon
Ladies Nylon
You must lose ugly fit or your pro. Frazier was guaranteed
money will be refunded No questions $250,000 against 40 per cent of,
KNIT
Double Knit
asked. Accept no substitutes Sold with the gate. I3ugner's share was
this guarantee by
around $150,000.
The fight was televised live
White & Beige
to parts of Europe, South ----& Assortea Colors
America and Asia, with a limitogi
ed closed-circuit telecast in the
Sizes 818
United States.
Central Shopping Center
The Murray American Legion team got its easiest win of the
'2.99
year last night at Holland Stadium, a 9-0 perfect game win over
Value
Union City.
Value
Union City did not have a single hit, run or runner in the game.
- i. Of course since they didn't even show up for the game, that's only
Fan-Fair latex
4 Quart
_logical.
Interior
Mirromatic
So with the 9-0 forfeit win, the legion now stands at 6-13 for the

Tragic Ending For
Driver Swede Savage

By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
Manager Sparky Anderson
and slugger Tony Perez agreed
on one big point following Monday night's nationally televised,
4-2 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers:
The Big Red Machine is
back.
Perez belted a two-run homer
In the ninth inning off Jim
Brewer, Dodgers' relief ace, to
give the defending National
League champion Reds their
dramatic victory, one which
Anderson and Perez both feel
might be the spark the club
needs.
Perez' 14th homer of the year
came off a Brewer screwball
and gave Don Gullett, 8-7, his
11th victory in 14 career decisions against the Dodgers. Gullett pitched three strong innings
in relief of Jim McGlothlin.
"We're back in the league,"
said a happy Anderson, whose
club registered three victories
in the four-game series against
Los Angeles and climbed within
eight games of the first-place
Dodgers in the National League
West.
In other National Leave
games, the Montreal Expos
edged the New York Mets
10 innings, the St. Louis-Cardnals topped the Philadilphle
Phil, 7-4, the San Francisco GI-

Major League
Leaders

Robertson
Top Winner
At Reidland

Alworth Has
Retired As
Pro Player

BOWLING STANDINGS

Foreman Watches As
Joe Batters Bugner

Great I
Imperial'

KINO
!EDWARD

LOSE WEIGHT

After. July 4th

OR MONEY BACK

BRANDON'S
BITS
By
Mike Brandon

season.

Murray will be at the city park in Benton for a 7:30 p.m single
game Thursday night.

When
the
showers

Four Colt League players have moved up to the legion ranks.
- They are pitchers Johnny Shelly and Tony Thurmond and DalEMcCuiston and Phil Miller.
Shelly and Thurmond are two of the top pitchers in the Colt
and should add some depth twirtirld pitching staff.
McCuiston, who is an infielder, *HI probably be used in the
•4
outfield Both McCuiston and Miller should be able to provide a
'little batting punch in the lineup
Only one more home date remains for the legion. Saturday,
Murray will play a twinbill with Russellville beginning at 1 p.m.
A week from Thursday, the league all star game will be held
With the top players from Murray, Benton, Paris and Union City
--taking on defending champion Paducah.

are falling. .•
'-

. —

-

'
aren t you glad
there's Shelter? "
11]

Rome' kiss
210.E. Main '

The Reds are currently on a terror in the Lillie League and have
been playing excellent baseball.
One setback has hit the Reds and that is the loss of pitcher Brad
Taylor who suffered a broken finger in a practice session over the
weekend.
It would appear that the Big Red Machine has sewn up the
league title.
l'hfs should be a year in which the LitUe League All-Stars could
- go far. The Little League is packed with some fine hitters arid
there are some outstanding pitchers in the league too.
Two of the leagues have submitted a list of the top hitters
- _ If anyone would care to take the time to compute the averages
for the other leagues,I will gladly run them in the paper.
Any coach or anyone else for that matter who needs to contact
Old mayeallatthelake or at home at 753-6977. _

75344115
C.41

s...:

SPECIALS

BIG DAYS!

.- _ .Ladies Thong

SANDELS

SHORTS

UTILITY TABLE

3 tier with electric
outlet and cord,
-6Avocado, white & ogee.

Flat

Pressure Cooker
Cuts cooking time more than one-half.

$788

10.99 Value

Men's Short

Men's Milcrest

SIPPI/P

SPORT SHIRTS

KNIT BRIEFS

Odorless. 20 minute dry,
water clean-up, lead free.
Beautiful-- bright colors.

1.L99 .
Value

$

Men's Double Knit
POLYESTER

SOCKS
Luxurior, comfort in
assorted denim tonec

4.99
3P2.65

Value

45" Sportswear

MATERIAL
Wash & Wear Solid Colors &
Prints
d.
69` Value
69'

art

.6
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SILLE

A

*

• *

*
*
.**

•

ENTIRE STOCK OF 100% POLYESTER

4 Days Only
...sam.°11161114*
11'
."'ft.11.6.1111111:

•45"-Wide

a.

\N.4(

•Knit-Away
'Tiffany"

•Solids-Dots-Embroideries-Plaids
•Values to '6.98 Yd.

7

•60 In. Wide
$
•Solids & Pnnts
---s-kleal for Sportswear
Yard
•Comfortable Cool Cotton
Concord
Charter Al "Hang Ten" Style Knits
Wollman
Reg:, 1.98 to '3.98 yd.

98

BETTER SPORTSWEAR

198
'Void

alb

//gA*',,

4•11111e.4

DOCI_R SLIVER!

ifts

$8.98 yd.

11

•
46

Entire StockT
PERMANENT
PRESS

SPORTSVVEA

•Avondale "Moby Dick"
--_t-•..Avondale."Charisma Denim"
,
•iNatural luslin Pnnts
+It
,•Entire Stock Flocked Fabrics
Yo s
,.Russell Mills "Pique"
Fancies $1,$olids
. Stanley Looms "Monks Sack" Prints & Solids
.•
. Stanley Looms "Oklahoma Gingham Checks" • •
Values to 011-4.1 • -# S4,
MANY,MANT MORE

SPRING & SUMMER

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

BURLINGTON/KLOPARAN

The Most:famous
Mimes in Quality
and Fashions!

•Solids-Gingham -Checks-Glen Plaids
•All Coordinated Colors

-

•Stehli
•Foxco
•Heller
•Milliken
•Knit-Away
•Cohoma
•Carlton
•Pacific
•Olympia

$29,P
40

P9LYESTER THREAD

• /57;
2

•Mereidith "Leslie Fay"
•Bravo
•Blue Ridge Winkler
•Gold Mills •-•oi
•Union Textile
- • -AR Those and
•Quorum
lint Vote!
•Textli
•Ameritex
•larmel
.4%0‘00

.411-60" Wide odIt
All Values of '5.98 to '10.98 Yd.
t

dg
•.
..—
al • ft....

K FABRI

HANC

•Rati.-40ribch

•
•
•

S.

•

4

v4

•

•

"%lea I *4

ENTIRE STOCK

*CALIFORNIA SCREEN PRINTS
•Cotton Satin
•Cotton Crepe
•'Thompson of California"

49
Yei-rei

•"Sylvan Looms"
•"Realtex"
•Hawaiian Textile"

WHILE THEY LASTII

CONSO EMBROIDERED
COLLARS & BIBS
•Ethnic Embroidery for Blouses & Smocks

•Reg.

j1111•11,

—Fr

-

1
•
e•

—

Values to
'3.98 yd.

•Ideal for Boys Shirts

9.22 Colors
Yer Spiels

.4 •
.•

Our Entire Stock of Fancy

torso

Lit Y

A.

#Everytkng Will Be Sold

,• •

SURALINE, POLYESTER
_PABARDINE - .45 In. Wide

I/

•

• •

4mi, if.,
4

\
r

_

..

- II Seersucker
*awe
•Mission Valley Seersucker Plaids & Checks
•Charter "Heavy Weight" Seersucker
• •Wallman "Plaid Poly Gabardines"
•Spring Mills Solid & Printed Eyelet Embroideries
N'
I 1
•
•
••
•
ati

to '4.98 Yd.

.1faitssio

•
•

poLiKorme.
SINGLE/CINTERLOCIEKNIT

'•

all

You've all found the Greatest Bargains of
/• Your Life on this table at 298 yd. ...
N. Now 198 yd.

..
1111 fie-g-e*bIt7,

Entire StockIL.

t
All Values
4
2.98 to '5.91*. !

Yard

II

•

. *0

=Me

•

Yard

•Southport
"Capri Crepe"

'

Reg. '3.98

*

•

•

$I 98

-

•Foxco "Treasure Crepe"

Price
2
/
1
/

•

KNIT TABLE

4.7%1

63 Different Colors 60" Wide
•Heller "Savoy"

Dear Schlzie:
If you are speab
massive doses
cinamide, and pert
vitamin C, then I at
the demonstration e
date with schizopt
tients has been rem
know that in some
S. A. I since most of
tiers are taking
doses) they belle
wholeheartedly.

, Our Famous

DOUBLE KNIT

*Ile Iron

•

$2.98 REMNANT ,,

CREPE STITCH

& MOYMACREA
MINDS

•

os

•

..w°114k
Z

.11 414
lael"'

•

Special For This Event Onlyi!

MOYGASHEL,

less
•vs-

•

111111

CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING CENTER

te-

i

f
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Dear Bob:
I am a membe
Schizophrenics An
I have been me
them for about thr
and my life has cha
tically. One thing U
me though is that s
members insist
Megavitamins. Ii
afraid this Might
and I haven't taken
at every meeting s
members try to fo
Megavitamins.
reason for that9
pretty well but ev(
start talking in th
about my depres
members tell me th,
to get rid of my del
ought to take the
mins. Please advis

jialV

9 A.M.-9P.M.
SATURDAY
9 A.M.-6 P.M.

HANCOCK
FABRICS

By BOB SC1
Copley News S

cIearane

OPEN ALL DAY THE 4th
OPEN DAILY
4 BIG DAYS

ts

No ca
are
hopel

-

I am no expert or
amins but I did set
research team mot
years ago on Niacin
its therapeutic efft
pressed patients ai
tell you the results
rnarkable, i.e.: di
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make remarkable r
I cannot suggest
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j If you don't know
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(
than that for you.
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P.S.
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your program.'R
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For readers w
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Schizophrenics
Number 10, 1630
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Dear Mr. Stitt:
You stated ri
there was no sue
hopeless alcoholi
were right but I
husband who is
has lost all self
none of the lam
anything to do
bums around oi
-Sleeps in empl
spends a lot of
Everybody has
him and he just
thing for himself
hopeless, a

Dear WH:
I reiterate, T
SUCH THING
LESS ALCOR
may be alColi
hope, but they a
LESS.
I suggest to
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No cases
are
hopeless

Kraft Pure

Orange Juice
th Gal 594

By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
I am a member of S.A.
(Schizophrenics Anonymous).
I have been meeting with
them for about three matt*
and my life has changed &ail- tically. One thing that bothers
me though is that some of the
members insist on taking
Megavitamins. I'm a little'
afraid this might harm me
and I haven't taken them, but,
at every meeting some of the
members try to force me on
Megavitamins. What's the
reason for that? I'm doing
pretty well but every time I
start talking in the meeting
about my depressions, the
members tell me that if I want
to get rid of my depressions I
ought to Lake the Megavitamins. Please advise.
Schizie
Dear Schizie:
If you are speaking about
massive doses of Niacinamide, and perhaps some
vitamin C, then I suggest that
the demonstration example to
date with schizophrenic patients has been remarkable. I
know that in some groups of
S.A. since most of the members are taking massive
doses) they believe in it
wholeheartedly.
- I am no expert on Megavitamins but I did serve with a
research team more than 10
years ago on Niacinamide and
Its therapeutic effect on depressed patients and I must
tell you the results were remarkable, i.e.: depressions
disappeared, people grew
more aware and were able to
make remarkable recoveries.
I cannot suggest to you in
this column that you take
in_ blegSvitamins of any sort,
-eluding Niacinamide or vitamin C. Why don't you ask the
people in your meeting who
take these vitamins for the
supportive literature and for a
doctor who will discuss this
situation with you.
j If you don't know a doctor in
sour area or if you are hesitant to speak with the S.A.
members about this, please
call me privately on the telephone, and let's discuss a couple of doctors I know in your
area who are very well-versed
in Niacinannon.-and-vitamin C
therapy.
I'm sorry I can't do more
than that for you. One word of
caution: don't take this stuff
unless you have it cleared
with a competent physician.
Sincerely,
Bob
•.S. A. members: I am
P.S.,
with yOu all the way and appreciate the remarkable impact that you are having with
your program. 'Keep up the
good work.
For readers who Mh to
contact Schizophrenics Anonymous, please write: S.A.,
:P.O. Box 913, Saskatoon,
Sask., Canada or Canadian
Schizophrenics Association,
Number 10, 1630 Albert, Regina, Sask., Canada.

NKS
DRI
10-oz. 6-bot ctn
with bot. or dep.

•

BLEACH

iNF
v OINW_
Wei

Gallon

Pepperidge Farm 3 Layer
* Vanilb, Coconut, Chocolate, Devil Food

Cakes
Pie Shells

49;

*

Instant
100% T.

UM

-COM
Lemons

IMESTEA
3-0z. Jar
(with coupon
below)

69s
Amimmmor-

Blu• Bonnet

*

TS
Pi BISCUI25'
'
4 for
___
--*FABRIC SOFTENER
49' It
49'

MARGARINE

10 lb.
--

Yellow Ivieet

5 Count

4
.

'"139
--4

---:----

1 Doz. in
Cello Bag

69*
46**tirimiti,
Dad's
' Original
:naI
ROOT
BEER
J 4 Gal.
49'
10-1b.

2 in Pkg. 3Pkgf.1

s
2
1
:
Frie
3
nch
Fre
TEA
12 oz.
2for 69
S Frosty Acres
l*Siontmethneffsmiiiir* BAG
Airl 1008coin; Green Peas
immago
49: Hyde Park
.
Potatoes

Charcoal
Briquets

79'

* Garden Delight

Vanilla Wafers

U.S. No. 1 Red - Alabama

MN)

Pet litz

with order
please
NABISCO

ciiPs
59

CboletSiiminer,...61Nu*

PUREX

Final Touch

3-oz. box

TExsuN
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

Martha White

MEAL

tr..SeltRising
32-oz.
,,,
- i .....-4,...
,
1(with our coupon below
• ;'''. i;
— •••
:.,,,. • ...••
r. •-•.---/
• i.
.•:::•41
;%.
....*-.,..
".,

Ruby Red

f),

39*

46-oz. can
111

BIZ,

Laundry
Pre-Soak
(with coupon below
25-oz.

59t

We Have a
Selection of

PICNIC
SUPPLIES
Plates,
Napkins,

Soft Wave

TISSUE

Spoons,
Cups

2t 25'

n es
ilaerAwo

Parker's Mkt Coupon

Parker's Mkt Coupon

.8 I Z

FINAL TOUCH
FABRIC SOFTENER

Laundry Pre-Soak

32-oz.
(with this coupon)

U.S. Choice Beef

Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 7/1 1/73

69
Boneless

Dear Mr. Seen:
You stated recently that
there was no such thing as a
hopeless alcoholic. I wish you
were right but I have an exhusband who is hopeless. He
has lost all self-respect and
none of the family will have
anything to do with On!. He
bums around on the Street,
'sleeps in empty cars and
spends a lot of time in jail.
Everybody has tried to help
him and he just won't do anything for himself. I would call
that hopeless, a/Quick...1 yoa?..:
Without hope
Dear WH:
I reiterate, THERE IS NO
SUCH THLNG AS A HOPELESS ALCOHOLIC. There
may be aleoholics without
hope, but they are not HOPELESS,
suggest to you that your
husband can be helped, and I
will makt you this deal: get
him to me in our facility and
well help him. Now I don't
know how to get him here.
You might want to call me
and discuss various ways to
coerce. We may be able to use
one of the judges that sent him.
to jail, or we may be able tb
get him motivated the
time he is sick. There are
many ways that we could
force yolk husband into treat;..
infit and if Yon'still care fat
turn, let's_try It.
willing; Are you?

newfangled

E HAVE THE FIXIN'S

Lean, Teerier

No. 28515M

PARKER'S
INSTANT

POT ROAST PORK STEAK
lb. 891
lb.901'

Limit
1 Per
Family

(with this coupon)
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 7/11/73

Offer Expires 7/1 1/73

Armour

CHUCK STEAK
Fine for Grilling!

CED

* ROYAL-GELATIN(withDESSERT

BATH SOAP
(with this coupon)

coupon)

12-oz. pkg.

791

3bars

49$
Bath
Size
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 7/11/73

Field's Pro-Leaguer

WIENERS
12-oz. pkg.

59; *

..YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR FltICEII"
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY.
Located In Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m6 Days_

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
--SAVE!!

-ub

-

'reit

_
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TRAINING FOR TWIRLER—Lisa Hopkins of Murray, an
eighth grade student at Murray Middle School, was one of 131
participants in the "Heart of Dixie" camp for drum majors,
majorettes and precision groups at Murray State University June
24-28. Running concurrently with a cheerleader camp, the camp
was under the co-direction of Jack and Shirley Ross DeVeimey.
1Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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NURSERY..
. NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Janice Gall Nix and
Baby Boy, Route 7, Murray
DISMISSALS
James Martin Van Leer, 546
It will visit 21 ports in the
By ILUtOLD McCONNELL
Laften, Madisonville, Jeff
Catiliblan, South America,
Travel Editor
Key, Route 1 Box 150,
Lynn
- ---A11401140dia, Asia, the PacifCopley News Service
Murray, Miss Roselle Henry,
ic and Central America. Cost
107 N. 17th, Murray, Mrs. Abbie
of the 80-day cruise will vary
Worlds of Fun, a multimil1714
William*,
Lee
from $4,800 a person to $86,200
lion-dollar recreation park,
Keenland, Murray, Miss
for a top-rated duplex penthas opened in Kansas City,
Kimberly Carol Thompson,
house suite. Average price
Mo. It has more than 60 rides,
1, Benton, Master Terry
Route
a
be
double
person,
will
0,700
is
and
shows and attractions
Lynn Roberson, Route 1, Alma,
occupancy. ...
located seven miles northeast
Kenneth Wayne Overcast,
of the downtown area amid
Lund Schimmelpennick beRoute 4, Murray, Mrs. Anna
wooded hills and valleys. It
lieves he has the answer to the
Lou Tarry, Route 7, Box 150,
has five themed areas —
traffic problem in AmsterAmericana, Europa, Africa,
Murray, Jack Parker, 735 Vine
dam's 17th Century center.
Scandinavia and the Orient —
Street, Murray, Mrs. Treys E.
The 37-year-old designer has
each with its own distinctive
Pendergrass, Route 1, Murray,
invented a small, batteryarchitecture, rides, shows,
Mrs. Laurie Ruth Tobey, 1215
powered white car.
shops, food and landscapCollege Ct., Murray, Mrs. Ila
It can travel up to about 20
Nell Dunn, 706 Earl Ct.,
miles an hour, has room for
Murray, J.C. Dorm, 706 Earl
two persons, is over six feet
An expanded surruner study
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Carol Genette
tall, less than six feet long and
program is being offered by
Dutton, Route 5, Benton, Paul
at'- t four feet wide. They
British Overseas Airways
Griggs, Route 3, Murray,
Omer
cost $1,875 each to manufacCorp. It covers 10 different
Elsie Barnett, Route
Niva
Miss
ture. Under his plan you
courses for academic ac5, Murray, Mrs. Janice Marilyn
would become a member of
creditation, including for the
Newsome, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
the Whitecar system by payfirst time a drama workshop
Virginia P. Clark, Route 2,
and
ing an initial fee of $16
at the Royal Academy of
Murray, Mrs. Janice Faye
then $8 key money. The key
Dramatic Arts in London.
Gamble and Baby Girl, Route 3,
would automatically register
Cost of a course begins at
Melloclean
Benton, Mrs.
the length of time a driver had
$444 plus round-trip youth air
Nanney and Baby Girl, Route 1,
been out. A keyhoider could
fare of $358 between New
Dexter, Mrs. Shirley Jeanpick up a car at any one of 15
York and London. Meals and
stations and leave it at any
Overcast, Route 4, Murray,
room are included in most
other station. Each ride, he
Mrs. Maude Wrather, 304 S. 6th
estimates, would cast about 30
Murray, John Clinton Ramsey,
cents. ...
TravLodge has just pubRoute 1, Dexter.
lished a directory of its more
An American vacationing in
than 450 motels and motor hoFinland can travel as often as
tels. It includes a brief dehe pleases inside the country
scription of each motel's faon a 690 Finnair holiday tickcilities and a map for each
et. The trips have to be made
one, plus a family rate
in a 15'-dal time limit. If he'd
plan ..
rather go by train, he can get
Prime Minister Edward
a ticket for unlimited use in
The Queen Elizabeth 2 will
Heath has accepted an invitesail in January, 1976, on its
the le-day period for $40, firstliTtetn.Prremier Chou EnMass,sr $27.50, second class.
first round-the-world cruise.
lai to visit China, probably
sometime late this year after
French President Georges
Pompidou's visit to Peking.
It will be the first visit a
British prime minister has
made to Communist China. —

Britisk prime minister
to visit China
this year

Kentucky, receives
Cadelbonald W. Bloodworth, a student at Murray State University, Murray,
Drill- Sergeant with the 2nd
an explanation of leadership positions from SFC Pat LeCbevaller, a
with his parents, Mr. and
Platoon, Company C, No. 1.51h Battalion. Cadet Bloodworth, who resides
1,000 ROTC cadets unthan
more
of
one
is
He
Kentucky.
Mayfield,
Mrs. Everett Bloodworth in
dergoing the 1973 Basic Training Program.

St. Loui
Style

PagliaVs Pizza

510 Main
* Will Be

Phone 753-2975

Open at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, July Ath *

FREE! FAST!! HOT! DELIVERY
To insure the hottest delivery in town, we use portable
ovens to insure ynu of a fresh and hot meal.
* Ivory Tuesday :04- ,
1SPAGHETTI

.ONLY

SPECIAL(Gar"1"1 Includ•d)

Metzger R

BOLIN

9
-

* Will Be Open at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, iisk4th *

Compare Our Quality, Atmosphere, Service & Cleanliness
Open 1 1:00 a.m. Every Day
With Anyone!

Dad's
DEAR ABBY: Like so many others I can't believe I
am actually writing a Dear Abby letter. My inlaws' anniversary-is-coming up so! called my mother in law and told
her that John [my husband) and I wanted to take her and
Dad out for a small dinner celebration on their anniversary
She said she'd ask Dad and would let me know. She
called me back the next day and said land I quote), "Dad
said he was not going anywhere with John until he gets his
hair cut."
couldn't believe my ears! John is over 21 and nobody
tell him when to cut his hair. He wears it longer
to
has
than he used to, but it's clean and well-groomed and not
really long by today's standards.
When I told John about it he said, "Well, I guess we
won't be with them on their anniversary."
As things stand now, we aren't speaking to his parents
until we get an apology. Don't you think we deserve one?
DAUGHTER IN LAW
DEAR DAUGHTER IN LAW: I happen to believe that •
John has the right to wear his hair the way he wishes, and
his parents also have the right to ahaent themselves from
his company If they so desire. but I wouldn't bold out %tan apology. Start talking. But be careful what you say.
DEAR ABBY: It's Little League baseball time agitin
and I need your help. The father of one of these boys piles
all these boys in the back of his pickup truck—some with
their feet hanging over the side, and you know how boys
are—they don't sit still, and some of them like to show
-. • ,
off.
I have been driving behind them in my car and my
heart has been in my mouth many times. The driver of the
truck can't keep his eye on the boys in the batik, and sometimes he's watching scenery instead of the road ahead of
him.
I have heard this man's wife say they both read your
column, Abby, so maybe if you print this it will do some
good. 4-sioei%=svant hitn_ta.think. I don't appeadate his
those Littlei-Leaguera around, because I think he's great,
NO NAME,PLEASE
Mel worry.

by Dorissa, Martha's Miniature, Kingston, Polly
Flinders, Dotty Dan, Kate Greenaway, etc.

30%
Sport
Coats

30%Off

Off

,;•:. DEAR NO NAME: Here's your letter ... right over
befirii plate.'
•
DEAR ABBY: I would like to Inform R L C. and
others who have also lost items in restaurant checkrooms,
that she has a very good chance of recovering her lass
from the restaurant management under bailment laws, regardless of the signs proclaiming "Not responsible for loss
of personal property."
I would like to add_ that a practical business law course
is a valuable investment for anyone.
DAWN IN FLORIDA
DEAR DAWN: i also took a course In "business law"
and I would like to add. "A little learning is a dangerous
thing." When one has a legal problem he is ahead to hire a
competent lawyer and pay him for what be knows.
_ CONFIDENTIAL TO SENIOR CITIZENS: Some of my
nest fascinating and -informative mill comes from Senior Citizens. Will you please sentt'me 1 piistcard telling me
*tiff TOUR biggest problem is? Money? Faillnk health!
Loneliness? Boredom! And if you have no serions4,prolakms. send a postcard telling me bevy yonmanagr to star
happy. A million thanks!

ROOT

PE

BLE KNIT CELEBRATION!
60" POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS REGULARLY PRICED
TO $4.99 A YARD NOW AT ONE SUPER-SAVING,
SENSATIONAL PRICE!

111_,._1.; KNITS

6-Bot.
Ctn.

4,

NEW SHIPMENT

0

Thu doublo knits you've been
-wonting, drastically reduced
for this *vent.

10V

Endless colors and do-' signs. 60" wide and on full
---711titta.--.Pr1eltd•for savings that
Fobrific's trem en dou s
only
buying power can offer.

Values to 54.99

NOTIONS SPECIAL
volu•s to 79g. All the
oids you need at a terrific price.

DOUBLE KNIT SCISSORS
L ghtw.igkt, avieti. eel se'
stainleSS StiPIP4 •

Reg. $1.99 77'' x40"
ruled in 1'. squares.
Folds for storage.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Phone 7510255 —
Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat. - 1-6 Sunday

111111

ee

99,

Capon
Ltmit 1

Folger'

COFF
• itoz.
$14

Expires'
Good Only A

•
v.
PMir ELEVIN
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WIN FREE CASH!!

FOOD GIANT
Grade A Large

Treasure Chpst,

EGGS
2 99'

_

This
Week Win $300°°

DL

Last Week's Winner: Mrs. Ethel Paschall,
836 Hurt
Card was not punched.

Limit: 2 doz. with S7.50 additional purchase,
exc!uding to;Jacco and Dairy products.

Lean & Meaty

* U.S.CHOICE *

Morrell Econ. Bulk

68! ROUND STEAK
RIB STEAK
58; SWISS STEAK
$10b8
59; $1.18

END CUT SIRLOIN STEAK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

SPARE RIBS BACON
St. Louis
Style

79C

68; WIENERS
Metzger All-Meat

12-oz. Pkg.

GROUND ROUND
GROUND CHUCK
COUNTRY FRY STEAK

English Get

BOLOGNA

lb CHUCK ROAST
$1"

POT ROAST

Metzger Riverside

5

Lb.

Country Style Port(
Store Made

SAUSAGE

,CHK. STEAK

U.S. Choice Cube Steak
or

bar Cot Plaie
.
lb.

-

SLICED

• 11AM—SLICES

b
89'

Scott

a

TOWELS

Gr. Beef
Pattie Mix

78'

b

oi FOOD ''"""'"

Dad's

ROOT BEER

2 Gal
1
/

49C

15 oz
cans

tous$ 1

48 Ct. Box

TEA BAGS

55

18-oz.

Ctn.

SAUCE 3

PICKLES

Deposit

Qt 49c

CRISCO

$

3-lb. Can

3 Lbs'119C

59%
Folger's

COFFEE
10oz Jar
$129
Expires 7-1473
Good Only At Storey's

3 Lb
Can

10 Oz.
Jar

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

COFFEE

PUNCH

CLEANSER

,259

49 oz Box

Expires 7-10-73
Good Only At Storey's

(With Coupon Below)

(With Coupon Below)

Ajax

3 lb can

31
12-Or
Cans

Giant Size

Folger's

Frosty Acres

FF9EE COFFEE ORG• JUICE
CO4t12

MIR. WHIP
Camp*
Limit 1 per family

1

CABBAGE

Folger's

Folger's

Coupon
Unit 1

5 For'1

91Ic

Miracle
1-Lb. Tub

YELLOW ONIONS

POT PIES

Blue Plate

0
.1
134

9c

FOOD
Morton

Our Special

HOMINY

f

BEEF — CHICKEN —

Ilot

49

468

79;

3-oz Jar

lusk

6-Bat.

00

'Bocttz 49c
$1 FRENCH DRESSING '

NESTEA

PEPSI COLA

IT-BONE STEAK

Kraft

Instant

10 Ounce

lb

14-oz. Can
-

Expires 7-10.71
Good Only At Storey's

2/39C

Expires 7-10-73
Good Only At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Green

Giant Size

PALMOLIVE
SOAP
Bath
Size

CHEER
49 ce Box

2/29c
• •

Expires 7-10-73
Good Only At Storey's

9

c

Expires 7-111-73
Good Only At Storey's

•
Coupon
Limit 1 per fame

Sweetheart

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Sweetheart

PINK FABRIC LIME DISH
SOFTENER DETERGENT
39c
69c
Cdt

Expires 7-10-73
Expires 7-10-73
Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's

Coupou
Limit 1 per family

Coupon
Limit! per family

Ajax

Bleach

CLOROX 2
40-oz. Box

65C
Expires 7-10z73
Good Only At Storey's

_WINDOW
7CLEANER
15-oz.
Lan

39c

Expires 3,1043
Good Only At Storey's

rir

THE TRAVELER

FORECAST
FOR TOMORROW:
Profitable Action ...
IF YpU_ORDER A
LEDGER & TIMES
WANT AD!!
Crossword Puzzle

-

4
5
8
7

ACROS
1
5
8
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
23
! 24
26
* 28
31

Snakes
Ancor(
Quarrel
Transaction
Tiny
Wen
Mock
Maks white
Card sun
Pot up make
C,ollepa official
Device tor
holdrig work
Bisnopric
Prying device
Physician
(star*
Syiribol tot
silver
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8
9
10
11
18
113
22
23
24
25
27
29
30
35

Skid
Be in debt
French ruck,
Condensed
moisture
Twirls
Stroked
Togreiel Wisher
Care 10(
Transaction
Fitment
More recent
Poetry
Sink n miciche
The palt
Large truck
Poem
Study
River51
Nebraska
Tropical fruit
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Belgium visitOrs
will get bonus
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
Belgium has a bonus in
store for any tourist that
makes Brussels the first or
last stop on a trip to Europe.
Through the airline you travel
on you can obtain a Bonus
Days Certificate. This will entitle you to special treats
worth more than $60 - compliments of the Belgian National Tourist Office. They include sight-seeing, shows,
motoring and dining. ...

Stonehenge, the Elizabethan
mansion of Longleat, and ancient Salisbury with its cathedral. You leave London at 8:45
a. m. and return at 6 p.m. and
the cost is $19. Other toursare
to Chester, Coventry and
York. ...
Reno says there's a lot to do
and see there besides gamble
and attend floor shows. For
example, here are a few
things: Harrah's antique auto
collection, with 1,100 cars on
display; Harold's Club antique gun display of some
2,000 weapons; exhibits of Nevada's mining history at the
Mackay School of Mines Muthe Fleischmann atm°,
I,
spherium-planetarium.

Philadelphia has big plans
for the summer, starting with
Freedom Week, June 27-July
4, a celebration honoring the
birth of the United States and
a preview of the 1976 BicenKnots Berry Farm at
tennial events.
Beuna Park, Calif., has exVisitors will be offered
tended its operating hours
three-day and four-day packfrom 8 am. to 12 midnight
age plans, with accommodadaily for the summer. Its
tions at a choice of 10 hotels
"Shower of Stars" entertainand motor inns, dinners at a _ ment program will feature the
choice of 17 dining spots,
Brady Bunch Kids, Bobby
sight-aeeing, and discount adVinton, Vicki Lawrence, The
missions to attractions. The
Everly Brothers, Jimmy Rodpackages start at $106 for two
gers, The Nashville Break
adults and two children under
Rick Nelson, Kenny Rogers
-14 for the three-day package, -and the First Edition, Jerry
and $156.50 for the four-day
Reed, the Raiders and Bobby
package.(For more informaGoldsboro. ...
tion, see your local travel
For those planning to visit
agent or write Talmage
Switzerland, there's a newly
Tours, 1223 Walnut St., Philopublished folder called
delphia,„Pa. 19107i. ...
-Switzerland -Travel Tips."
It covers tipping, legal holiTourists who like to get outdays, shopping It/WS, and othside London with little bother
and expense might consider
er things of interest (Write to
Swiss National Tourist Office,
the "Britainshrinker" plan.
608 Fifth St, New York, N.Y.
By fast express train you can
1002), or 661 Market St., San
go to Bath, and then by luxury
Francisco, Calif. 94105.)
bus visit the mysterious

145 is OUR
CAMP rn5iverrc-117

N GOING OUT TO lilATCH 'THE
SUN RT5E..IF IT'5 THE SUN,
I'LL KNOki I'M CXED...IF 1t A
8A5EMLL,I'M STILL !Al TROUBLE .
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALT,
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
J5C
South 4th.
GOOD taii-glie it a try. Blue
favorite carpet
Lustre
shampoo. Big K, Belaire ShopJ7C
ping Center.
A

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J5C

FLUFFY soft and bright are
carpets defied with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Kwik-Pik Market,Five PointJ7C
s.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

; REAL ESTATE

Wail-to-Wall Sale!
y Car and Home Stereos
y Driftwood Flower Arrangements
-Lamps
y Tape Players
y Cassette and 8 Track Tape Recorders
y TVs
y Novelty & Clock Radios
v- Tapes and Albums
y Psychedelic Lights
y Strobe Lights

TV Service Center

IT'
FOR SALE

NINETEEN
ACRES
and
buildings on Route 732, one mile
from lake. Phone 436-2378.
J6C
WOODED CORNER lot, 4,4 acre,
located at Elm Grove subdivision. City water hook up.
ne 753-5005 (week-days) or
July7C
753-2667( week-ends).
ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
and living area, breakfast bar,
fireplace, central hest and air,
boat dock, large patio. May be
purchased furnished. Phone 4365574.
July5C
UNDER CONSTRUCTIONthree bedroom house with family
room and 1% baths; also four
bedroom house with 2% baths
Both with central heat and air
and carpet. Can be seen by
calling 753-3903.
stillY3C

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5165
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
and concrete splash blocks.
BY OWNER: spacious house
Murray Lumber Company, 104
with large swimming pool in
KIRBY
TRANSPORTS,
AUTOMOBILE
VACUUMS
-The
shag
J5C
Maple Street.
two gas, one diesel. Body shop rug specialist that adjusts to any beautifully landscaped rock
closing all equipment for sale. carpet. New and used vacuums garden and privacy; winfor sale. For demonstration tergarden ; large family room
23,000 BTU air-conditioner. Paris, Tenn.642-0956 or 642July5C phone Mike Hutchens, your local with fireplace; living room,three
Phone 7524301. Located 1613 5685.
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- bedrooms, 2 baths; fully
J5C
Parklane•
Jul31C equipped Tappan kitchen;
'BODY SHOP closing. Large air 0359.
central air and heat. Call 753-8052
compressor,sanders, buffers, air
and hydraulic jacks. Valve MOBILE HOME, UM (12 x 65) after 7:00 p.m.for appointJuly7C
grinding machine, complete central heat, window air con- ment.
RIVER QUEEN
painting equipment, arc welder, ditiorier„ _also tmderpening. Call
g,as welder, two kerosine forced- 492-8858 after 4 p.m.
July6C
HOUSE BOAT
AUTOS FOR SALE
air space heaters, used car and
Sleeps 6. Has Ford Intruck tires, etc. Also office till PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel 1958 FORD school bus converted
tecePtor Marine engine and
equipment, desk, chairs, check puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish into camper. Well-equipped.
5 KW Generator. Has
writer, dicta phone. Three Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- Phone 489-2117.
electric heat and air
J5P
July 24NC
automobile transport. Call Paris, 9457.
conditioning, water heater
Tenn. Phone 642-0956 or 642and refrigerator. Has radio
TRUCK WAD sale Thomas A. 1968 FORD pickup, automatic,
July5C Edison air
5685.
and Sonar depth finder.
conditioners. 10,000 air conditioned, with topper. Two
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. VW's 65 and 67. Can be seen at 916
May be seen at....
REsToRED 20,000 BTU. $260.62. 23,000 BTU, N.18th.
nommourearace
July6C
BEAUTIFULLY
Teatooro co., krauthentic
pie safe' Pha
:
j
a ly7157c S
rflleS
0°. H6;g°°13
hwBTU
ay 6
$8,8.40
31 BenRal*
711341131
ton, 7616.
1370
--VW
-.BEETLE. Excellent
Kentucky.
July 17C condition. Phone 753-2348.
J3C
GAS DRYER, Kenmore, Sear's
TRIUMPH GT6-1967, six
best. Like new. $50.00. Phone 753cylinder,four speed,60,000 miles,
J10C
7340.
All Ladies and Little Girls
$12,000.00. Phone Benton
BEDROOM SUITE, dresser and
527-7540.
J1OP
ITC
bed phone 753-7209.
USED TRIJCK-GMC, would
make a good farm truck. Phone
Some
Men's
Shoes
at
4'2 Price
Porter White,753-4434.
J6C
STARCRAFT CAMPERS.Shasta
Selling Below Cost
and Golden Falcon travel
DUNE BUGGY-1968 metallic
trailers. Phone 7534650 from
•
green, meg wheels. Must sell
2:004:00 p.m.Sunday.
1TC
$650.00. Phone 753-3734 or 4362348.
J10C
COW WITH four month old heifer
Hwy. 94 at Lynnville
calf. See Max Glisson or phone
ECONOLINE 300 Ford van437-4382.
J6C POOL TABLE, 7 ft., Sears
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears 1970, V8 engine, automatic
Diplomat, 4 cues and balls, used seamliss gutters,
installed per transmission, long wheel base,
RIDING MOWER, 6 H.P. one year, $175.00; Boat, Swiss 6,
Craftsman. Looks like new. A-1 15 ft., fiberglass; 90 h.p. John/ion your specifications. Call Larry side windows. Price $1,925.00.
J10C
condition $150.00. Phone Fred motor, 1965; and trailer, ex-1 Lyles at 753-2310 for free Phone 489-2626.
TFC
Phillips 753-4891.
J6C ceilent condition,$1,050.00. Phone estimate. July3C TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong
753-8720.
WANTED TO BUY
tutck tires, first line;
_ MOBILE HOME 45'112', car- FARM EQUIPMENT for Sale
WANT TO BUY blackberries
825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
peted in living room, central outstanding 430 John Deere 9020J6C
Phone 753-5710
10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
heat. Reasonable. Phone 753- Tractor, 3-12" plows, two row 10020
- 12 ply $89.05 + $9.10:
0862.
J6C John Deere drill, John Deere Armstong's
best highway tread WANT TO BUY brick house,
cultivators, 6' John Deere truck tires;
three or four bedroom, in or close
1972 HONDA Mini trail Z-60, gold. mower, bush hog, John Deere
to Murray. Will accept small
825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
Recent tune up. Excellent con- disc. For further information call
acreage if out of town. Prefer
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
dition, $175.00 heenet included. 753-5602 or nights 753-4672. July7C 1000x20
house with ,existing mortgage
- 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
Phone 753-1896.
J6C
Armstrong's best traction type Will pay equity and assume
1972 YAMAHA 175 enduro, only truck tires;
mortgage. House must be
1600 miles on road. Phone 767- 825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
available on or before August 15.
11,000 FACE Brick, unused. Good 2357.
July7C 900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
1973. Contact CW3 George L
quality. Left over from large
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. Compton, 191 North Harris
Job.
construction
WW deliver. 14' GLASSPAR G3 boat, 50 h.p. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Drive, Fort Rucker, Ala. 36360.
Phone 753-8479.
Jir .1972 Evinrude 40 hours. $1300, Ky.
_
July 14NC phone 205-2554110.
J6C
trailer included. See 1613 Sunset,
15' BOATimotor and trailer with 7511-7120.
July7C
..._
WANT TO BUY used furniture,
,accemortea.Phone 753-1514. Ji0C
any condilloti,-7iii'lippliances.
11961 SIMCiii, ($95) and 1963
Phone 753-8378.
July 23C
BABY BED-used, new mat- Chrysler ($50). Also FM Corntress. Good condition, $15.00. munications receiver, Allied
Phone 753-8477.
J6C Radio Shack model, $60.00, can
FOR TRADE
be seen at Thoroughbred
WILL TRADE hampshire boar-Restaurant.
Big 10 family rno%iiig
July3NC
over 200 lbs for robo tiller. Phone
1971 HONDA SL175, 800 actual
sale: outfit your family anti
miles. Phone 492-8425.
435-5261.
1TP 14' FIBERGLASS ski or fishing
J613
your home. 8:00 a m till
boat, with trailer and 40 h.p.
dark. Saturday. July 7. at
POODLE PUPPY,white, about 6 Johnson motor. Excellent con1601 Sunset Drive. right off
LOST & FOUND
weeks old, toy-miniature. Phone dition, $600.00. Two 20 pound LP
South 16th Street.
753-6577.
JOC gas tanks and one bed frame. Call
MALE GERMAN Sheppard,
753-2590.
July3C
missing in vacinity of Sunset Dr.
WRINGER TYPE Maytag
washer. Has filter and pump with JULY 4TH specials. Cotton and SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white and 16th. St. If found or seen call
aluminum tub. Good as new. polyester, single and double enamel finish, never needs 753-7140 after 5 p.m. Reward.
• ,ao.labia $1.76, another at Pkiidllida-Zatimate• Phone
•
only $1.00. Your Singer Sewing '153-11417or 71134IN2. Atkins Gutter
•
UPRIGHT PIANO, good conService, Murray.
July 10C
ter, Belaire Shopping CanPEST CONTROL
dition. $50.00. Small antique ter.
33C
vanity with mirror. Phone 753CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
J6C ELECTROSTATIC AIR cleaner. new location behind Tom's Pizza FOR THE best in pest control
4813.
Great for people with hay fever Palace to open up our new service and termite control cal!
BOY'S THREE speed Raleigh or allergies. Phone 753-0930 after Western Store and a new boot and Superior Exterminating Company,753-7116.
TFC
bicycle in excellent condition. 5:30p.m.
J5NC shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th
girl's 28" Sears bicycle heavy
4Sycamore.Open Sundays. TFC
duty frame, cheap. Phone 753- 15' SKI boat, 40 H.P. Evinrude
!TAW= TO_ItErfr
J6C motor; set of Northwestern golf BOYS SPIDER bike 24" Also
2234 after 6:00 p.m.
irons. Phone 753-4010 after 6:00 window fan. Call 436-2239 J5NC LOCAL FAMILY wants perJ6C
manent home to rent. Four or
FOUR FOOT black light, strobe p.m.
ARC WEIMARANER Puppies
three bedrooms. Phone 753-8002
light and posters. Phone 7531TP YAMAHA-1971 250 MX, rebuilt after 23 July. Ideal hunting, or 753-2337.
9649.
July6C
engine'Also 1978-960 Yamaha, guard dog, or playmate. Come
see
now!
1203
Brentwood
Paris, WANT TO RENT
under $2,000.00. Also motorcycle
or three
Tenn. Phone 642-4326.
trailer. Phone 395-4264.
bedroon house, unfurnished.
JIOP
Phone 753-5790:
J6C
LADY'S CLOTHING, excellent FURNITURE
condition, $1.00. to $5.00. Phone MISCELLANEOUS, some antiques. 1616 Main. ,
July§P

FOR SALE

CLEARANCE SALE

DRESS SHOES Itt SANDALS
at 1/2 Price

HERE IT 15, THE FOURTH- OF
JUL'(, AND I'M SITTING IN
THE DARK ALL 154 MY6ELF
OARING FOR THE SUN ID CaViE Up

PERRY'S SHOE STORE & DISCOUNT
FURNITURE

LIFE SORE 15 STRANGE ...
AND THEY 5A4 LdE °NU?
COVE THIS WAY ONCE..

-ii

-7(

/••••••• •••• %%%%%%%%

li
i:

Cl'

il
BEATLE BAILEY
NECK No. TM

- AREsrr -You
GOING TO DO
- ..,_ ..SWAT LT..FLAP
f0U III7
, 17.-.NTOLD ,

NOT EVEN 6011.4&

TO DO WAAT
CAPT. SCABIKAftl?
V•
-TOLD ME
__ ...DO

;-'

I IGNORE ALL OFFICERS
feE6ARDLE5G OF RACE,
CREED OR COLOR

7.10

NOW ABOUT
YOUR
BACii5Ee.

IET5
Ed/E•58
EVEIM4UN6"5
READY-

II

116L-111.1 ABNER
REMEMBER
.saii4EN
THE 6WEBIRD) PEOPLE
RDUNDATION
HELPED
MUST FIND
Ti-IEMSELVESSOME
PEOPLE
TO HELPfr 4,6

THERE'S A POVERTYSTRiCKE.0 LITTLE
tninlottO‘Vt/f.s.11MSuRE WE CCULO
DO THEM A LOT
OF6000."-

MADAME.,
WE'D LiKE
IMPAitiVeDOC.3PATCH

0
7kt
:a

.;

••••4

,4!„X

0
11
• 4,
60,

„
1111
41113-

THE
B.LuEBi RD
FOUNDATiON
bUILD YOU A
wiMMII‘36
OOL-A GOI-F
COULDN'T

WE CAIN'T AFFORD
NONE O THAT-

SHE

MEANS
FREE-

IT's STUPID 01-1:3 FtEACTIONARiES
LIKE HER WHO ARE. uNDERMINiNCI
THIS NATION'S FUTURE!!

FOR
SALE

II

To
Ledg
REAL ESTATE
INCOME PROP
trade partially
air and heat. Exce
Immediate
income $570.
located 1636 Ham('
5479.
COUNTRY LOTS;
fireplugs. Extra
dry after rains.
Sam Harris 753-8061
FIVE ACRE farms
lots on Kirby J
Chandler Park
Lake. See Our
Steve Hamrick or
the Ken Shores
Friday, Saturday
Take Ky. 444 at N
Hamlin, then turn
Jennings Trail
Choice sites are a
C. Neubauer,
0101 or 753-7531.
Street, Murray,K
LOVELY 3
garage, large lot,
air-conditioned,
Main Street.
BY OWNER in
four bedroom, 24
spacious lot, en
living-dining r
rec. room with
kitchen with all
self cleaning o
nook with view
carpeted, custom
heat and air,
paneled two car
electric eye.
patio. Closets,
storage galore.
8965.

p•••••ammsee

:
• FORS
rt•
▪ Four bedroom

•
a on deep lot.
•
a living room
large
• fireplace, ki
•
• of cabinets,
Located
mne
tS
•
Cash Price
•

bedrooms, 2 be
and living area,
fireplace,
•
boat dock, large
purchased
5574.
WATER FRO
choice area,
7 p.m.

BY OWNER in
four bedroon, 2
spacious lot, en
living-dining r
rec. room with
kitchen with all
self cleaning o
nook with vie
carpeted,
heat and air,
paneled two
electric eye.
patio. Closets,
storage galore.
8965.
'I

WATER
choice area,
7 p.m.

Immediate
energetic a
...salary sad
' 5 p.m.

Contact:
In person

or

DAY ORDER
department,
required. .Appl
Department,
Hospital. An
employer.

1,4

41,

SEAMLMS ALUMINUM
ONE MOBILE Linear amplifier, ter,
Baked on acrylic finish.
rated at 100 watts P.E.P. will go
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
SSB or AM Phone 753-8578 after
J6P gra estimate Dale Campbell 7534.00 p.m
July 20C

PER
Must be
to learn a
GivIng....
age ex

toys, -

Just Dial A
Friendly;Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

IT'S EASY

and
mile
J6C

tcre,
subup.
Or •
ly7C

irge
then
bar,
air,
r be
436ly5C

mily
four

Iths.

air
by
1Y3C

ouse
I in
rock
w nroom
tree
fully
hen;
I-8052

ily7C

erted
iped.
J5P

Lane,
Two
d916
gy6C

ellent
J3C
six
miles,
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To Place Your
Ledger-& -Timis..-• REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MUSIC

7534916

BUSINNIM OPPORTUNITY

Another View
-PIANO TUNING and Repair.
INCOME PROPERTY for sale or Jerry. Cain, 753-8712. RegLstered
INSURANCE SALESMAN
trade partially furnished central "craftsman Plano Technician
Need two men or women in
TFC
air and heat. Excellent condition, Guild.
your area to help me
immediate poundal. Monthly PIANO TUNING—Repairservice our present clients
Income $570. Priced at $49,500 rebuilding.
full time. Conuni.ssion plus
Prompt expert
located 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436- service. 15 years experience.
renewals and bonus. For
July14NC Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. full information and per5479.
sonal interview write to or
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone
phone:
TFC
753-8911.
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
Mr. John W. Isbell
and
organs.
fireplugs. Extra large. High and P.ALDWrN PIANOS
Life Inc. Co.
Pyramid
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Box 442
from
across
Company,
Piano
August8C
Sam Harris 753-8061
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Post Office, Paris,TenPhone 472-3925
J6C
FIVE ACRE farms and half acre nessee.
lots on Kirby Jennings Trail near
Chandler Park and Kentucky USED BALDWEN organ, Baldwin
Lake. See Our representatives, grand piano, console piano, SERVICE PROFITABLE acSteve Hamrick or Bob Rogers at Loner& Piano Company, across counts in your area!! -Walt
the Ken Shores Estates property from Post Office, Paris, Ten- Disney Products". Unusually
high earnings! Inventory inFriday, Saturday and Sunday. nessee.
vestment required $3,290 fully
Take Ky. 444 at New Concord to
refundable. Income possibilities
AUCTION SALE
Hamlin, then turn left on Kirby
up to $900 per month. Call Collect
Jennings Trail to property.
AUCTION SALE SATURDAY, Mr. Donner(214)243-1981. J1IP
dishbruesmd
Choice sites are available. John
Tic Mos MtPot
Allen
JULY 7,at 10:00 a.m. at the
•Hrn 4 thew Roan Sraleole.s.
C. Neubauer, Real Estate, 753- Henley Home on Hwy 94, in Tri
W.
"THE ENERGY CR1615 15 NoTHlt46
0101 or 753-7531. 208 South 4th City, Kentucky. Will sell house of
FOR RENT
MARRIED ONE, II
Street, Murray,Kentucky, J5C nice furniture and appliances,
SERVICES OFFERED
cooking utensils, glans, china and TWO-THREE room apartments.
SERVICES OFFERED
2 antique items. Carpenter, shop Downton area. Phone 753/
LOVELY 3 bedroom house, 11
July6C
garage, large lot, electric heat, and gardening tools.
0472.
air-conditioned, fireplace, 1616 A few items are a hide-a-bed
July 9P with innerspring mattress, odd
Main Street.
ROACHES
and
ED HOUSE
chairs and recliner. desk and FURNISH
Gerrhs
Carry
.
s.
university
Near
apartment
gh:
Gatesborou
BY OWNER in
bench, G. E. Television in good
SPIDERS
2 bath home on condition, 14,000 BTU Fedders Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
/
four bedroom, 21
GIFT WOOF
Are Poison
spacious lot, entry foyer, large air-conditioner, Singer electric Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
PESTS
TERMITES
7AC
or
den
large
living-dining room,
sewing machine, portable
Eat Your Home
rec. room with fireplace, great heaters. Philco electric 30 in. FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
kitchen with all built-ins (double range, Philco refrigerator, frost living room, kitchen, bathroom
self cleaning ovens), breakfast free, like new, Maytag automatic and shower and bath. One or two
nook with view. Completely washer. Nice poster bedroom bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartcarpeted, custom drapes, central suite with triple dresser, maple ments, South 16th Street, 753heat and air, large utility room, bedroom suite with nice dresser. 6601.
' July 26C
paneled two car garage with Nice pictures, lamps, quilts,
0411111e0
COOOIPAGe/
electric eye. Built in grill on linens and drapes. Antique SIF'EP/NG ROOMS for men,
hateRiCAR CPCRISOACel
..1
and
cabinets
like
patio. Closets,
sewing rocker 135 years old,
furnished, private entrance, air
storage galore. Phone 753new.
ed, refrigerator.
July6C Flat top trunk, antique coffee condition
8965.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
table,
table and drop leaf center
July 26C
16th. Phone 753-6609.
p•••••••••••••••••••91 nice cedar chest and many more
antique furniture.
S items of
MOUSE PLY
•
Cream aladdin lamp, lots of TWO BEDROOM house, 3
•
times of nice glass and china, old South 8th Street. $150.00.
_
OWNER
BY
:
Bob Miller
• Four bedroom brick house•
• stone pitcher and jars. Too many month. Phone
on ose p'
lot. Two baths, good items to describe and list 2920.
dining room, separate.
room,
living
6 ROOM furnished house, $10000
• large paneled den with w For information call Chester
month. Phone 753-4895 or 753435Service
Auction
i and Miller
▪ fireplace, kitchen, with lob t
•
Ja(
8665.
J6C
of cabinets, full basement. 3 4041,Lynn Grove.
•
Broad.
• Located at 512
TWO BEDROOM brick home,
Cash Price $21,11N.111
•
PAVEMENT ANT
WANTED
HELP
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
•
•
Plisse 7334953
city
and
garage
Attached
range.
Imosim00000000000woo.* AGRICULTURAL FRANCHISE
home with
orship water. Nice country
ON KENTUCKY lake; four large'Exclusive Distribut
Located 9
only.
couple
for
garden
.
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen Available. Excellent opportunity miles north of Murray on Highexsales,
l
Rural
agricultura
and living area, breakfast bar,
a month. Phone
area, proven way 641. $135.00
JullOC
fireplace, central heat and air, clusive franchised
436-5479.
local
and
products, national
boat dock, large patio. May be
SILVERFiSH
with
pull
trailer
is
your
opportunity
This
BEDROOM
TWO
'
r
'
training.
POWOER POST BEETLE
purchased furnished. Phone 436position and high out extension, air conditioned and
a
satisfying
for
J6NC
5574.
income. Send information for water and storage building
J6C
to Mike John- furnished. Phone 489-2513.
WATER FRONT, large lot, a personal contact
Chippewa Drive
choice area, Phone 436-2327 after son, -3021
J6NC Hopidwille,Kentucky
7p.m.
July9C
42311F-'

NOTICE
July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation:
with the exception of only a
Week
skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available
Thanks,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

I

-

IflCa

South 12th Street

Murray, Ky.
r.

ii

EMERSON MOVERS Auction
scheduled for Saturday, July 7,
has been called off. Furniture
redeemed. Douglas
J6C
Shoemaker.

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street, "every day you delay
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C

EMERSON MOVERS Auction
scheduled for Saturday, July 7,
has been called off. Furniture ,
redeemed. Douglas
J6C —
or.

* NOTICE *

.4 •

J1OP

would
Phone
J6C

etallic
sell.
r 436J1OC

van—
matic
base,
125.00.
J10C

trries
J6C
house,
r close
small
Prefer
tgage.
ssume
be
at 15,
ge L.
Earns
36360,
J6C
Uture,
ances
ly 23C

boar-Phone
J613

pard,
et Dr.
m call

CITY LAND FILL

: FOR SALE

Will Be

CLOSED JULY 4th
City of Murray
Rex Billington, Supt

PUBLIC HEARING
This is to notify that the
Planning Commission for the
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
EMERSON MOVERS Auction
hold a public hearing on July 17,
liontiomeri Ward
scheduled for Saturday. July 7,
1973, at 7:30 p.m. at City Hall.
1703 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only
has been called off. Furniture
The purpose of this meeting is
10 percent oft all Returned
redeemed. Douglas
to conduct a public hearing on
Goods
J6C
Shoemaker.
proposal to annex into the City of
Open till 7:00 P.M.
Murray, Kentucky, the following
described area.
Beginning at a point on the
northwest corner of the present
city limits located on Kentucky
Nice furnished 3 bedroom
121 Bypass; thence north to a
BY OWNER in Gatesborough:
Muse for 3, 4 or 5 college
point on the Quarter Section Line
2 bath home on
1
the"ugh"
still
four bedroon, 2/
d
ray'ens—an
areen...sp
Swat'em...ston
girls, for the fall semester...
of the Southeast Quarter of
.
households
spacious lot, entry foyer, large
insects can belciundin the cleanest
Phew 753-5865 days, 753Section 21, Township 2, Range 4
living-dining room, large den or 0, Assistant Manager
p.m.
6
after
61116
East; thence east with the
Even the newest homas: he crevices and cracks
rec. room with fireplace, great P,
Southeast Quarter of Section 21,
that can admit and conceal wood ticks, silverfish
Night Employment
kitchen with all built-ins (double
Township 2, Range 4 East to a
roaches and all the other ush" ihsects.
self cleaning ovens), breakfast
HORNE TRAILERS for rent and
Interview
Personal
0
point 300 feet west of the west
FREE
nook with view. Completely
TallatIllaa
Call
about
V *bat 841 Super Shell, Murray,
4;
4
What can you
ay of North 160.
right-of-w
753at
Max
carpeted, custom drapes, central
Phone
Only
Kentucky.
north parallel with
thence
Street;
room,
asd
*used-utility
Auicarfly
large
1TC
heat and air,
.
North 16th. Street to a point 300
rms. We
'Ilittated fee
paneled two car garage with
feet west of the south right-ofen be reached Sthours a
electric eye. Built in grill on MAL. \111011116.
8i
way of Utterback Road; thence
and
cabinets
home,
patio. Closets,
PROFESSIONAL HELP wanted: LARGE BRICK ranch
Phone 753.414
east to a point on the west
storage galore. Phone 753Full time or part time three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
property line of the L. and N.
July7NC registered medical technologist wall to wall carpeting, drapes
8965.
NOW IA the dme for Experienced Railroad; thence south with the
brush
and
trash
po
WILL
At2 blocks train campus.
/
for a private doctors Clinic. Send 11
g, planting. west property line of the L. and
Reasonable rates Phone work in landscapin
WATER FRQ,NT, large lot, a references and qualifkations to tractive terms available to hauling.
and the N. Railroad to the present city
spraying
pruning,
TFC
753-6130.
choice area, Phone 436-2327 after box number - 32E, Murray, couple who will manage six
making of flower beds. Phone limits; thence west, south and
J9C rental rooms in rear of building
July5C Kentucky.
July3C Ito
7 p.m.
west with the present city limits
1626 Hamilton. Phone 436- JERRY'S REFINISHING & 53-6051.
_
miles
t
point of beginning.
J17C Custom Built Furniture.
5479.
WASHING. Ex- All interested persons and
South of Murray on Hwy. 641 WINDOW
pi7ireesncepd.honVeery767reasonable parties are cordially invited to
Jerry McCoy, owner. t 502).17492-c
SERVICES OFFERED
attend this public hearing.
8837.
July7C Murray Planning Commission
Thompson.
c
enthusiasti
aeat,
be
Must
available.
opening
Immediate
PAINTING—INTERIOR, ex- FOR ALL
your additions
'Robert E. Moyer, Commission
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
2daily
taken
11C
s
terior, and sheet rock finishing. remodeling, residential or WILL DO baby sitting in your
Application
irman
=Lary aid other benefits offered.
Jniy3C
WO& guaranteed. For free cothtnerdal. Ne* or old FreUt,hente.Call 753-7993.
All
p.m.
- 5
.
•
----Attris I CLE- -- - ---.---TFC
•
estimates phone Sammie Atkins estirnates. Call 753-6123
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
•
437Murray
of
Decorating
&
Citizens
Painting
the
of
Contact:
ce
Drivo
convenien
For
the
•
July 20C ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. installation. Phone 753-78511 TFC
4534.
•
..
.
County
•
and Calloway
On
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
lettered
band
SIGNS
HANNA
•
JOHN'S REPAIR Service
Out
In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main,
Phone 753•
PIumbing-e ectrica l-roofing and BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, commercial arts.
Will Be From
and 9885.
JukriC
•
•
to
_carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or also bank gravel, flit dirt
TFC topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138.
753-7625 nights.
Paving. Quality
DEPENDABLE
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. — TFC R& R ASPHALT
DAY ORDERLY lei hinting WANTED
work guaranteed Business and
&
G
2
PLUMBIN
with
home
not
my
in
OUGH
r
stay
SCARBOR
to
etperience
woman
department,
residential. Free estimates.
required. .Apply at Personnel year 'bid child, beginning August Electric. Complete pump repair CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Department, Murray CalloWay 1, from 8:00 a.m. till 5 p.m. service. Let us check your old steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
TFC
7201.
TFC
a
buy
you
753before
you
Phone
for
pump
opportunity
required.
489-2504.
MAster
Equal
References
Hospital. An
emergency
J6C
July3C 9235.
new one. 24 hour
employer.
Don't forget about+,
With Us at
service Phone 753-5543 July 14C BOYS WANT to haul hay Have
Birthay Specials
Jewelart's
or
753-5284
Phone
crew and truck.
J6P
ALUMINUM STING trim and 753-6714.
Gift to be given away July 4, at 4 p.m. You must be
gutters. We cover all exposed
present to win. Gifts are Jewelry Chests. AM-FM
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
Actable Radio, surprise Packages.
,
Painting
& JARVIS
1117 N. Arcadia
enamel aluMinum siding. All CLAYTON
churches,
Homes,
is
willing
who
person
mature
s.
a
reliable,
be
Contractor
Must
aluminum gutters and down
inestimate
commercial. Free
'1117 N. Arcadia
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
learn_ a difficult job. •
-Complete Rome
starting sand compietion
- July 3C eludes
7534213.:„
WINNER OF the fve fabric at EMEFtS014 MOVERS Auction
ng
Remodeli
datesiand.templete descrigitioti
7,
ttrWild
Door
(Next
to:
Writing
Apply
your fora} Singer Sewing-Cent/if scheduled tor'Saturday. July
of materials to be used. You will
has been called off. Furniture
Hale,
Bonnie
Mrs.
was
this
week
)
Raspberry
YOUR building needs—
Stop
FOR
our quality and 'prices.
P.O. BOX 574
Route 1, Murray Register now redeemed. Douglas
remodeling additions, new or old, watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
Giving
.16C
JULY 4th * for this week's give away. J6C Shoemaker.
OPEN
*
Call 753jobs.
small
or
.
large
10P
July
137-4712.
/53-0961
age, experience, education and marital status.
July 25C

"THE DOCTOR"

FOR RENT

j Help Wanted ;

Is Alive
and
Well
in Murray

g

Nfaeals Pim

rmite
Pest Control

"Specialists in the repair and service
of VW vehicles."
not an associate of AMA

THE DOCTOR
North 4th St. & Pine
753-0223

Night Manager Needed

•

ontrol
)1 cal!
Corn TEC

persir or
3-8002
ruly6C
three
shed
J6C

Mr. David Bradford

•
•
•
7 to 7
•
Mon. thru Sat.
•
e••••••••••••••••••••:
The Land Fill Hours

Celebrate
July 4th

HELP WANTED

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

oug on

•
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After Child's Death

Seen & Heard . . .

FDA Checking Out
Aerosol Products
By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration
Is checking out 72 aerosol products designed to be sprayed
into the mouth or lungs following its recall of Pertussin Medicated Vaporizer.
The FDA said Monday's recall was prompted by the death
April 18 of a 5-year-old Cleveland girl whose room had been
sprayed with the product.
The agency urged consumers
to destroy or return any cans of
the spray, which the manufacturer said has been on the market 14 years.
The agency suspects the ingredient trichloroethane may
be a factor in the death. It attributes 17 other deaths to the
Pertussin vaporizer but blames
those on abuse.
A spokesman said FDA inves-

tigators will be checking the
other products to see if they
contain trichloroethane—a
chemical that works as a solvent for the medicines in the
vaporizer and also serves to reduce the pressure of the propellant gases.
The other products include
breath fresheners, as well_he
nasal-congestion remedies.
- The "FDA has formed. a special team of scientists and inspectors to investigate the other aerosol products. Since they
are nonprescription drugs, their
formulas are not registered
with the agency.

(continued from Page 1)
the captive hogs.
nit was all simple" said the
one-gallused man. "First I put
out some corn. For three weeks
they would not eat it. Then some
of the young ones grabbed an
ear and ran off in the thicket.
Soon they vrere all eating, then I
commenced bulding a pen
around the corn, a little higher
each day. When I noticed that
they were all waiting for me to
bring the corn and had stopped
grubbing the acorns and roots, I
built thelraw deer- Naturally
said the patient man, they
raised a ruckus when they seen
they was trapped, but I can pen
any animal on the face of the
earth if I can jist git him to
depend on me for a free handout."

Nixon To Speak On Watergate Melugin . . .
After This Senate Phase Of
Three-Part Investigation

(Cesittused from Page 1)

WASHINGTON(AP) — President Nixon will speak on Wivtergate "in an appropriate forum" after the Senate Watergate committee concludes the
current phase of its threepronged investigation, the
White House says.
announce_mont
dental Press Secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler came Monday from
Nixon's San Clemente complex.
In Washington, meanwhile,
the conunittee's chief counsel
announced that the panel would
conduct hearings every weekday from next Tuesday through
We have had patient men in Aug. 3.
The company noted the recall
The committee, chaired by
"in no way affects the Per- our central government in
tussin line of cough remedies— Washington for years. They are Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C.,
Pertussin 8-hour Cough For- using our own dollars instead of has estimated it will complete
mula, Wild Berry Cough Syrup corn. I still think about the trap by August its work on the
and Pertussin-plus Nighttime door and the slender stooped phase involving the break-in
man who chewed his tobacco into Democratic National ComCold Medicine."
deliberately, when he spat and mittee headquarters at the Waturned to the gathered citizens tergate office-apartment commany years ago and said, "I plex and the subsequent covercan pen any animal on the face up
of the earth if I can jist git him
Counsel Samuel Dash also
to depend on me for a free listed Monday the names of 20
handout."
witnesses the committee plans
to call after resuming its hear(Remarks from a talk„ ings next week. Congress is in
SANTA MONICA, Calif.(AP) their best advantage were dis- "Whose
Bread I Eat, His Song I recess this week for the Fourth
— Lung cancer has taken the tributed, mostly to GIs who disSing" by Jr. J.G. McDaniel, of July holiday.
life of actress Betty Grable, the played them in their barracks
president of the Fulton County,
In San Clemente, Ziegler
World War II pin-up girl with or carried them in sea bags or
Georgia, medical society.)
ruled out a Nixon news conferthe beautiful legs.
footlockers with their personal
ence before the conclusion of
Miss Grable died here Mon- belongingsthe committee's first phase.
day night at St. John's HospiThe photograph was made by
Nixon has not held a news con6 6
tal. She was 56.
20th Century-Fox studio while
ference since March 15 and last
Cestinned from Page 1)
She was treated at the hospi- she was under contract there.
spoke publicly on the Watertal last May and was readThrough the years, the blonde At the same time, the advanced
mitted last Friday. She also singing and dancing star main- women's singles match will be gate scandal May V.
The presidential spokesman
had been hospitalized in May tained her trim measurements: held.
Edwina Sinumme'we be in
1972, forcing cancellation of her 37-24-35.
appearance in "No, No, NaHer 42 movies during the the advanced worneses match
nette" in Melbourne, Australia. 193(5 and 1940s grossed more against the winner of today's
between
Patsy
Miss Grable had posed in a than $100 million. She set a match
white bathing suit, glancing record of 12 consecutive years Beauchamp and Sue Outland.
Closing the day of tennis at
over her shoulder with a coy in the top 10 of boxoffice stars.
smile, early in World War H.
The Treasury Department in 3:30 p.m., will be the finals of
Almost three million copies of 1946-47 listed her as the highest- the mixed doubles. Patsy
The funeral for Thomas Scott
the pin-up picture which salaried American woman. She Beauchamp and Stan Outland
Latimer, six year old son of Mr.
will
take on the winner of
showed her shapely legs to earned more than $3 million
and Mrs. Thomas E. (Tommy)
today's match between the
during her career.
Latimer, was held this morning
team of Gene Landon and Sue
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
Outland and Eddie and Linda
of the Max Churchill Fpneral
Hunt.
Home with Dr. Henry Fralildin
At 3 p.m., children's relay
Paschall of Nashville, Tenn.,
races will begin with threeand Rev. Richard E. Walker of
Series E and H Savings Bonds
legged race, egg tosses, crab
Murray officiating.
sales in Calloway County during
The annual homecoming will walks ani other events to be
Pallbearers were Buddy
May were 315,1.24 bringing the be held at Jeffrey Cemetery, featured. Also at 3 p.m.,the City
year's sales to $114,458 of the located about four miles east of Shuffleboard Tournament will Spann, Kenny Humphreys,
Tommy Carroll, and Richard
annual goal of $299.000. sales a Dexter on Highway 1346 on begin. '
Knight. Interment was in the
year ago were $129,800.
Boys who are between the
Sunday, July 8.
Memorial Gardens with
For Kentucky, sales for the
of
six
ages
and
nine will be Murray
Rev. William R McKinney
month were $6,175,705 while will preach at approximately playing T-Ball at 4 p.m At the the arrangements by the Max
cumulative sales reached 11:90 a.m.following services it same time, the City Horseshoe Churchill Funeral Home.
The Little boy was killed
$32,319,297 of the 871,2c0,000 his church. A basket dinner will Tournament will begin.
Sunday at three p.m. when he
goal. Sales a year ago were be served following the
The Women's All-Star Soft- fell from a bulldozer he
was
$29,796,772.
ball Game will be played at 5
preaching.
riding in a development project
Nationally, the sales of Series
All persons interested in the p.m.
on the Barren River Reservoir
E and H Savings Bonds for the upkeep of the cemetery are
Team one will be composed of In
Allen County, about seven
same month were $655 million, urged to attend to give their E. Blankenship, Boone,
miles enat of Scottsville in the
14.3 percent above 1972 sales of donation for the care of the
Bumpus,Hart, C. Smith, Kemp, Maynard community.
$573 million. The cash value of cemetery or mail their Crutcher, Butterworth, Barber,
Scott would have been 'even
Series E and H Bonds and donations to Troy C. Parrish, Brandon, Maley, Reed, T.
years old on November 19 of this
Freedom Shares outstanding on Route 1, Dexter, Ky. 42038.
Calhoun, McNeese,D.Smith, P. year. He is
survived by his
May 31, reached a new peak of
Miller and Dugger.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
$59.7 billion. Holdings of Series
Their opponents will consist
Latimer of Bowling Green,
E and H Bonds alone TOPPED Carol Elliot Art Exhibit
of Adams, Jobs, Lamb, Lyles,
formerly of Murray, a sister,
$59 BILLION for the first
Morton, Rogers, Wilkerson Little Miss
Gay Latimer;
time, which represented a gain On Display, University
Fain, Thorn, W. Blankenship, grandparents, Mrs.
Ray
of $357 million during May, the
Overby,
Payne,
S.
Calhoun,
An art exhibit by Carol R.
Starks of Almo, James E.
largest monthly gain since 1945.
rtliot will be on display on the Berkley, Littleton, Boren and D. Latimer of Detroit, Mich., and
fifth floor of the Price Doyle Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Wilson et
The Men's All-Star Gessiwill
Fine Arts Center, in the Clara
Louisville; great grandparents,
begin
at 7 p.m.
M. Eagle Art Gallery July 8-19
Mr. and Mrs, Terry Lawrence
All-Stars from Divhdon One
at Murray State.
01 Murray.
The exhibit is presented in Include Warboys, L Jones, R.
partial fulfillment of the Clark, W. Woodson, E. Stalls, J.
Larry (Chip) Turner, Jr., two requirements for the degree of Bogdan, J. Williams; R.
Williams, D. Hodge, L. Fanner,
year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Master of Arts in Studio Art.
D. Nall, J. Baker, L. Conner,
Larry Turner, Sr., of Murray
Brown, D. Stalls, C. Roberts
Roue Seven, is scheduled to
and W. Taylor.
undergo surgery at St. Jude
Their opponents will be
Children's Research Hospital,
Division Two All-Staars conMemphis, Tenn., on Friday.
sisting of C. Stalls, D. Stalls, L.
The little boy entered the
An exhibition of conBurgett, R. -Perry, D. Potts, B. temporary and old master
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP)
hospital today. He underwent
previously
surgery
in MW. Taylor, principal of the Satterwhite, R. Cothron, B. orginal graphic art will be on
December. He is the grandson predominantly black West Ken- Pritchett, Long, T. Williams, J. display at the Calra M. Eagle
Vocational-Technical Blue, J. Green, Edwards, Huie, Fine Arts Gallery at Murray
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Turner tucky
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ladd. all School here, was named acting L. Stone, R. Ford and Ronnie State on July 26.
director of the institution Mon- Ford.
of Murray.
Arranged by the Ferinand
Following the Men's All-Star Roten Galleries of Balitmare,
His address is Larry Turner, day
The school, founded in 1913, Game, a fireworks display will the exhibition will be on display
Jr., St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, 332 North has about 325 students and is be held.
from one to five p.m.
Lauderdale, P.O. Boa 318, primarily a post-secondary
Food and refreshments will
Included in the exhibition will
school offering training in 13 be available on the grounds all be over 1,000 original etchings,
Memphis, Tenn., 38101.
vocational-technical areas.
day.
lithographs, and woodcuts by
In case of rain, the events will artist such as Picasso, Chagalt,
-Dodd Receives Letter
e piece Saturday at the same Mire, Dalt, Goya, Renoir
times they are now scheduled Kollwitz, and many others
preciation, Navy
for.
including
contemporary
The Happy Day Combo will -American, European and
MERIDIAN, MISS.—Navy Federal State Market News
perform tonight at the Kenlake Japanese printmakers.
Yeoman Second Class Joe K. Service July 3, 1973
The exhibition and sale of the
Dodd, son of Mr Albert M. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Amphitheatre at 9:30 p.m.
Dodd of 913 N. 18th, Murray, Market Report Includes 9 Following the show, a huge works will include a pricei
fireworks will be set off in the range from five dollars. with
was awarded a Letter of Ap- Baying Stations
the majority under poo
preciation by his commanding Receipts: Act. 792 Est. 800 beach area of the park.
The fireworks display will be
officer at the naval air station Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
free and open to all of those who
here, where he is stationed with steady 19 20 cents higher.
• HOSPITAL PATIENT
•_
attend.
Training Squadron Nine. • • US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 40.00-40:50
- Steve Ladd, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Ladd of li4urray, is
A 1967 graduate'Of 'Galloway US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 39.25-40.00
FREE PUPPIES
County High School, be at- US 2-4 240.2470 Jim, 31.75-39.25
still a patient in Room 219,
Puppies, eight weeks old, one Lourdes Hospital, ,Paducah,
-3411M1491141n., 31k25-311,75
Waded -Murray .16tes.IMPOIN"-nude and one 'Vaud!, small Kr, 42001.- HE was injured'
sity.
He was cited for outstanding US 1-2 270-3130 lbs., 3450-35.50 dogs which would make good recently in a car and
performance of duty before and US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 33.50-34.50 squirrel dogs, are tree to per- automobile collision at the
during President Nixon's visit US-3.3 450-650. lbs., 32.50-33.50 sons for pets. For information intersection of Glendale Road
call 430-5931.
28.00-32.75
and South 12th Street, Murray.
here.

Betty Grable Dies After
Extended Bout with Cancer

City Park

Scott Latimer's
Funeral Services
Held Here Today ,

Bond Sales Here At
;114,458 To May

Larry Turner, Jr.,
To Have Surgery

TUESDAY—JULY 3, 1373
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Jeffrey Homecoming
To Be Held Sunday

'

Taylor Named As
School Director

Graphicift To
Be On Display
At Murray State

Purchase Are
Hog Market

4

said he could not be specific
about when Nixon planned to
speak out or in what manner.
But it was the first time the
White House has said flatly
that the President would respond to testimony given to the
committee. Ziegler also said
Nixon would not appear before
the committee or before a federal grand jury probing the
Watergate scandal.
Ervin, Sen. Howard H. Baker
Jr., the ranking GOP member,
and Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr.,
R-Conn., late last week said
they felt Nixqn should testify
voluntarily in Same manner before the committee.
None of the committee members could be reached Monday
night for comment on Ziegler's
statements.
Former White House counsel
John W. Dean III testified for
five days last week, telling the
senators and a national television audience that he believes
Nixon knew of the cover-up as
early as last September, three
months after the break-M.
Nixon has denied having such
knowledge before this spring.
He fired Dean April 30, when
his top aides, H.R. Haldeman
and John D. Ehrlictunan, resigned.
Ziegler said Monday that special presidential counsel J.
Fred Buzhardt was speaking
"as counsel for the White
House" in a weekend interview
when he described Dean as "a
confessed felon." But, he
added. Nixon was not aware of
the statement before it was
made.
The press aide said Nixon
would not respond to a request
from the Senate panel to appear, "because he feels he has
the responsibility to maintain
the prerogatives of the, executive branch." A grand jury ap-

Classes At Radio
Club Start Monday
The class in Morse Code for
general class license, sponsored
by the Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club, began
Monday and will continue
through Friday, July 6, at 7:30
each everting.
Also a class in radio theory
will be held at 7:45 p.m. on
Tuesday
and
Thursday
evenings
The classes are both sponsored by the MSU Amateur
Radio Club, located on the east
side of Swann Hall.

Ben Roberts
Dies Today
At His Home
Ilei H. Roberts of Murray
ROOM Three passed away Ibis
Morning at 8:40 at his home. Ifils
death at the age of 114 followed
an illness of about two months.
The
was a
deceased
prominent retired farmer of the
Shiloh Community and was a
member of the Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church. Born
March 2, 1889, he was the sop of
the late Thomas and Nora
Roberts.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
011ie Roberts of Murray Route
Three; two daughters, Mrs.
Edwin (Margaret) Greenfield
of Murray Route Three and
Mrs. Norvel (Sue) Puftenbarger of Bridgewater, Va.;
we step daughter, Mrs. Dove
(Anna) McNabb of Paducah
Route Seven; two eons, Thomas
Roberts of Murray Route Three
and Jack Roberts of Corpus
Christi, Texas; one step son,
Doris Crass of Royal Oak,
Mich.; eighteen grandchildren;
fourteen great grandchildren.
The local man was preceded
in death by one son, Clyde
Roberts, on April 23, 1970.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete but friends may call
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home after seven p.m..tonight
Tuesday)
NO ACTIV7T1114 PLANNED
No organized activities are
planned for tbrnorrow, July 4, at
the Mousy-Calloway Country
Club. Members are invited ttr
use the golf, swimming, tennis
and clubhouse_facilities for any
family or group outings which
they might plan.

"For those thatWO=maw,I
ate a lot of rico aid fish and
slept on a board floor," Melugin
recalls.
One might be lead to think
that the island is uncivilized,
quite to the contrary, it is
becoming very Westernized.
Although there is no television
on Majuro, there are two radio
stations nearby and most of the
native people have radios.
There are about 600
Japaneeee cars on the tiny
island. Members of the immediate families will combine
their finances and buy the
import autos. Tbe average life
1 the cars is only about two or
three years.
This is because of the salt in
the water that the high winds
sometimes blow into the island.
The unpredictable weather
can also play havoc with
automobile life expectancy.
"One day last December, we
had 17 inches of rain in 24 hours.
Then it didn't rain a drop for
another
months,"
three
Melugin said.
Melugin describes the people
of the island as being friendly
and curious about American
ways and customs.

.,11tLx

pearance would be constitutianally inaPpnalleil4-110.
reiterated.
The committee's second
phase is to cover charges of unfair practices in the 1972 campaign, with the final phase concentrating on campaign financing.
The list of witnesses released
by Dash includes most of the
Linda C. Mika
former White House or Nixoncampaign aides named in testimony since May. John N. Mitchell, former attorney general
and former head of Nixon's reelection committee, is scheduled to be the first witness a
week from today.
Committee sources said MonLinda Charnel! Milan, a
day that Mitchell, like Dean beteacher at Maybury Elemenfore him, will refrain from talktary School, Columbus, Ohio,,
ing to the committee staff this
has been appointed teacherweek, to prevent leaks about
counselor for Scholastic Inhis testimony to reporters. He
ternational's 1973 summer
will submit to private questionstudy-travel program for high
ing Monday evening, his lawschool students.
yers said.
Miss Milan is now getting
Mitchell is expected to cortogether a group of students
roborate parts of Dean's testiwhom she will escort for six
mony, one of his lawyers said, "Most of the people with an weeks this summer. The group
but will not incriminate Nixon education can speak English will study African Studies at
as did the former counsel.
fluently, of course, that United States International
amounts to only about 10 per University, Nairobi, Kenya,
where they will be based for 28
cent of the population."
"Another 50 per cent are able days. They will also tour Athens
to understand simple English." and Rome.
Miss Milan explained that her
One helping factor is the
broadcasts of the Armed Forces goal and that of Scholastic
Radio Station. The broadcasts International is to help
students:
Funeral services for Harley are given in English and in the
Understand and respect
native
Marshaleese
tongue.
Williams of Murray Route
people
with customs and values
''The people there are always
Three are being held today at
different from your own.
two p.m. at the chapel of the trying to figure out Watergate,
Mrike friends among them.
Max Churchill Funeral Home just as people here are ________--Learn new maturity
and selfwith Rev. Eura Mathis and Rev. Melugin said.
"The kids wear American reliance by living and learning
Gerald Owen officiating.
abroad.
Pallbearers are Ralph clothes. A generation gap is
Become a more constructive
even
beginning
to develop over
Goodwin, Lubie Roberts, Cliff
member of the larger family of
Blalock, Ted McDougal, Otis long hair and miniskirts."
man.
Elkins, and Denny Smith. InMelugin said that about half
F'..xperience the best means of
terment will be in the Elm of the native men smoke and educe
tion-tra vet.
Grove Cemetery withdrink but that women aren't
Miss Milan received a B.A. in
arrangements by the Max allowed to because of custom. elementary education
from
Churchill Funeral Home.
"A lot of the Western in- Bowling Green State UniverWilliams, age 72, a retired fluence comes from the movies sity.
In addition to teaching
employee of the Murray and the media."
experience she has worked with
Division of the Tappan ComWhat do the people of Majuro various youth groups, and
pany, died Sunday at 1:45 p.m. do for recreation?
taveled extensively in the U.S.
at the Murray-Calloway County
There are five movie theatres and Canada.
Hospital. His wife, Mrs. Bessie on the inland and organized
The
teacher said that
Brandon Williams, died May 19, softball is now booming.
students are fully covered by
1972.
The Army has organized Insurance and Scholastic InHe is survived by one sister, Little League baseball. The ternational has carefully
Mrs. Lola Willoughby, two games are held in such im- abided by the travel guidlines
brothers, Everett and °vie portance that they are actually issued by the U.S. Department
Williams, and several nieces broadcast on the radio," of Health, Education and
and nephews.
Melugin said.
Welfare.
Miss Milan will return to the
Most of the people in the
heavily populated area of the States in August in time to
Island work for the government accompany her father, Kelly
or in wholesale and resale. Milan who will attend the
People who live on the aparaley Douglas Home Coming. Miss
populated islands around Diana Kay Milan, will fly down
Majuro live on a subsistence Saturday, August 12, for the
Murray homecoming.
ecceiceny.
/- The per capita income in the Local Man Graduates
Marshall Islands is $400 per
year. The economy operates on From USAF Training
an American currency.
DENVER—Airman Eugene
There are 650 students
ranging in age from 14 to 23 who 0. Fielder, son of Mr. and Mrs.
attend the school where Orvis W. Fielder of Murray, has
Melugin teaches. He is em- graduated at Lowry AFB,
from the U.S. Air Force
ployed as a general mechanics
munitions maintenance
instructor.
specialist course conducted by
Only about 20 per cent of the the Air Training Command.
students of high school age
The airman, now qualified to
Keith Moffitt
actually attend high school inspect, assemble and dispose
because of the lack of facilities. of explosive munitions, is being
A new vocation education assigned to Kunson AB,
building with facilities is Republic of Korea, for duty
scheduled to be completed in with a unit of the Pacific Air
September.
Forces (PACAF) which
The quickest access to the provides tactical air power
island is by airplane.
supporting the U.S. and its
Keith E. Moffitt, 905 Doran
While in Majuro, Melugin has eller in Southeast Asia and the
Road, has opened a real estate
been receiving the Ledger & Far East.
office at 304 Main, and will be
Airman Fielder is a 1972
Times by mail. Melugin says
dialing in all types of real that
it takes the paper graduate of Murray High
estate.
anywhere from two to four School.
Moffitt is a former resident of
months to reach Majoro by
Calloway County, and a boat.
graduate of Lynn Grove Hirli
Because of the tetelif
School. He has been dealing in problem, there are
some food
real estate for the past 414years items
that are quite expensive.
In Denver.
"A can of Spam here would
Final rites for Taylor Turner
Moffitt is a graduate of the cost
around 70 cents but over were held Monday at 2:30 p.m.
Great Wester Cities School of
there, it would be a little over a at the chapel of the Max
Real Estate, and the Dick Jones
dollar. Tomatoes are a dollar a Churchill Funeral Home with
School of Real..Estate for
Elder Jerome Hainsworth ofBrokers.
He is married lo the fernier
Melugin lives in a two ficiating: Serving as pallbearers were
Bonnie Sue Hatcher of Milan, bedroom house and hie ROW
Tenn., who will also alibt in the room and a kitchen with nm- Edward, Frank, Wayne,
real estate office. The Moffitts ning water. The double walls Harold, Michael, and Ernest
have two children.
are made of plywood and the Turner, all grandsons. Burial
was in the Lone Oak Cemetery
Moffitt will deal in allfYpes of house has a tin roof.
"There is only one thatch, with the arrangements by the
real estate, residential, land,
farms, and commercial, and house of the entire island." - Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Tirnir, age 91, a retired
Local officials on Majuro are
will aslo provide a property
management service, with elected by the native people and farmer, died Sunday at 7:45
plans for an insurance depart- Americans administrate the p.m. at the Convalescent,
Division of the Murray- government.
.
ment in the neat future.
Calloway
County Hospital. He is
Melugin hasn't...been home
survived by one daughter, Mrs.
since
tlw
middle
of
June
• U.& F1101.
and
1GRaltati
Wileah Herndon, six sons,
•
hr 1972-, 12,918--Arnertaine will renirn to Majuro atom* Stanley,
Gaylen, Girdle,
ennerated to Canada, com- July 15.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Robert, Ray,and Alden Turner,
prising about 20.per cent of
Mrs. Hugh Melugin of 303 North 13 grandchildren, 20 great
the country's total mirnigra
grandchildren, and two great
10th in Murray.
tion — CNS
seat grandchildren.

Linda C. Milan Is
Appointed Teacher
CounseW, Group

Harley Williams'
Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel

Keith Moffitt
Opens Real Estate
Office In Murray

Services Held Here
For Taylor Turner

On Inauguaratjon Day, President Nixon said "The time has come for
all Americans to renew our faith in ourselves."
On this Independence Day, it is ,appropriate that we not only assess
ourselves, but also count the blessings that we enjoy as Americans.
We recently have had dramatic examples of those blessings as expressed by returning prisoners of war. These men, deprived of their
liberty for up to seven years in North Vietnam camps, remind us of
how much we take for granted.

t her
help
pect
ues

Most often heard when the POW's first set footonce again on native
.A. in
from
flyerching
• with
and
Us.

Let us echo that fervent prayer this day, and vow that we shall not
forget that we, in turn, are blessed with a rare and precious privilege
-- that of being Americans.
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Hospital Report

as contrary to the freedoms
America used to represent.
The pre-search hijackings,
however, should be enough to
Some people don't know a
remind everyone of the need
good thing when they see it.
for the present system.
In this case these are the
few huncteds of air travelers
While the record of weapon
who are putting pressire on
seizures in early 1973 seems
the Federal Aviation Adminimpressive, there can be no
istration (FAA) to relax the
count of the great number of
stringent anti-hijack search
gun-carrying hijackers who
regulations in force since Jan.
have been deterred from even
5.
trying to get through tse 100
Most of the millions who,
per cent search plus e*trOnride the airplanes consider it
ic inspection. The record may
relaxing - and much safer speak for itself. With 1973 so
to get aboard a jet in Los Anfar a year of safe flight for
geles and fly to Washington
many mill-xis of passengers,
without, or almost without, • up to this year there were 160
the fear of going to Havana,
air seizures by men and womthe Middle East or some other
en- in various frames of desplace picked at the whim of a
peration, many of whom
kgun-carrying hijacker.
threatened to destroy hiThose who clamor for rejacked planes with all persons
moval of the very minor inaboard.
convenience at U.S. airports
The pressure from a minormight like to know that in the
ity of travelers for relaxed infirst three months of 1973 the
spections so worries the FAA
following is reflected in FAA
that
it is thinking of ways to
severon
records: 573 arrests
let down a bit in case political
al counts having to do with interference with air traffic, interference forces such action. James Murphy, director
along with 504 guns and 2,430
of FAA's Air Transport Secuknives seized. These tools of
rity Service, said recently in a
the potential hijacker have
newspaper interview that he
been taken from luggage,
has no present plan for early
clothes pockets and, of all
revision of rules but that he
things, _women's handbags.
considers it "prudent" to preBusinessmen who fly regupare for such an eventuality.
larly seem to be complaining
the most about the 30 to 60 "We're looking for a shelf
item," he said, "something
seconds they are delayed in
the trip from the airport cock- we can reach up and pull
tail lounge to the Wardle" down when the need arises."
Let's hope Murphy never
gate. They should eitherdrbit
faster or start earlier. To finds his "shelf item." One
most of us, it is reassuring to hundred per cent screening is
go through the search - be- making the skies safe for air
cause we know everybody passengers. Isn't that the
else is having the same expe- •. name of the game'
nence, even an arrogant politician or two with the idea that
political office somehow includes special privilege contrary to safety rules designed
The United Nations Food
for all.
and Agriculture Organization
The search personnel most
times are courteous aildjast (FAO i has announced that
two basic foods, wheat and
in their chores, aM-thl trip
through the electronic arch-, rice, are in very short supply,
way is merely part of the walk
causing an actual food short3€e.
to the boarding gate. The
:The reason for the shortage
presence of tt uniforyned arid
vented as drought with seme
aimed guard gives additional
38 countries either suffering
sehse of security, even though
or threatened by it. - CNS
some of us regret its necessity
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service

FRANKFORT, Ky.-You
wouldn't be especially surprised to hear that many
Kentuckians tour the State
Capitol each year, but you
might be startled by the
multitude of people from
foreign countries who make the
Capitol a stop on their
American tours.
"It's not unusual for us to
have visitors from 10 different
countries a month," says Della
Scoggin, tour supervisor for the
Capitol, Governor's Mansion,
and Capital Plaza. In May,
persons from 11 different
countries, including Germany,
Japan, China, and Australia,
toured the Capitol.
Ms. Scoggin added that
Canadians were usually the
mart numerous guest of the
Capitol.
Why are foreign tourists
attracted to the Capktol? Jane
Catlett, a tour guide there,
thinks that in spite of the
French influence in the building
and the use of Italian marble,
most are intrested in learning
governmental
about the
system.
"This is especially true of the
Japanese," commented Ms.
Catlett, "but most of the
tourists from all the countries_
are more interested in the
people and the systems than the
architecture."
Interests do vary, however.
Some of the visitors from
Europe are especially ailpreciative of the French flavor
found in the interior of the
Capitol, particularly the
resemblance between the
rotunda and Napoleon's tomb.
Alllkitgoides(there are eight
urging is the Capitol), agree
that foreign tourists like to
impress them with their
knowledge of Kentucky.
-Customs and language we
fascinating to the foreign tourist
In Kentucky. Yvonne Smiths, a

Capitol tour guide, feels that
most find her accent "pretty
funny", particularly some
expressions. "(ne they really
like is 'you all'," added Ma.
Smitha.
Communication is a bit of a
problem, but most visitors
either speak the English
Language or are accompanied
by an interpretor. In either
case, the guides try to limit
their vocabularies and explain
the various aspects of the
Capitol as simply as possible.
During the month of May
alone, there were 1,095 tourists
train other states and countries
who toured the Capitol. But this
is not an unusually large
number, between June and
November, almost every state
and at least 10 foreign countries
will be represented each month.
The Capitol guides conduct
tours from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
on weekdays, and from 9:00
a.m. • 4:30 p.m. on weekends.

. .
June 28, 1973
ADULTS..108
NURSERY..5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patricia Perkins and
Baby Girl, Route 2, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
• Mrs. Willie Rays H
Chestnut St., Murray,Mrs.
ngel i109
Agnes Olene Cothran, Route 3,
Murray, Miss Shirley Brandon.
1302 Sycamore, Murray, Mies
Kelly Ann Workman, Route 1,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Bernice
Johnson, 115 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Nadean Joyce Smith,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs, Samonia
Spann, 709 South 3rd, Murray,
Elvin Fayne Lawrence, 1605
Main St., Murray, Johnny Ewen
Stubblefield, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Essie Manciane Blalock,
735 Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs.,
Susie Rebecca Marine, Fern
Terrace, Murray, Mrs. Eula
RebootII team cheerleaders were among 117 students
AT CHEERLEADER CAMP-I61ray
May Ciawfiost 1627 Hamilton,
who attended a "Heart of Dixie,"camp for dominion on the campus af Murray State University
Murray.
June 24-28. They are (left to right): Delikile Euterass, Becky Gould, Album Hit,an unidentified
Louisiada's shrimp
tiger, Debbie Thompson, Karen Allbritton and Vickie Cunningham. The ebeediader camp was
production, averaging about
conducted concurrently wtth a camp for drum majors, majorettes and precision gretaps. A total of
250,000 barrels annually, is the
about 258 students were on hand?'Pr both camps.
largest in the con tin en ta I
United States.

SAFETY w SAVINGS - SELECTION
AS 01 BRUNSWICK TIRE STORE
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4-Ply Polyester
Cord
15..•

1

13 IWO
IOW 1.83 P.I.I

36 MONTH GUARANTEE
• Ilk-Sr• 4w9inowed and 6.61 for 1116 economy .118inded

nwhorist
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• 4.11.1y polyester cord body ... tough and broils
resistant for o smoother, softer ride.
•Low, Wrido 78 S1041, profile for tmprovatt drrvmg
stability.
• Fleesyn !Nod compound for long mileage and better

SALE PRICE
42 MONTH GUARANTEE

• Wider 78 profile for rood-hvgging redbilite
and excellent high speed perfornianc•.
• Sore-Grip shoulders for better "melon,
increased cornering power and longer WOO

sal

SALE PRICE

/AL''SAE PRICE

Psi

076,14

222
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174.15

-

E78 x 14
F78 x14

078:14
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.
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.21.99
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Sal
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076,15
1478. /5
275, 15
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WHILE-YOU -WAIT
PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

profile design, wrap around
tread.
• Dynogrip shoulders for handling
ease on corners.
• Low

SEABED FEEL -Kenneth
Wojak, ROTC cadet, learns
about scuba equipment in
army's Sand Key, Fla.,
course.

30441 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4462
1.41.11RRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
9•••••611118=8198101•111•81=MINAP.
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• Pordbi• Fiberglass belt hoids treed firm for fontostu
Imo waillwwil.
• Slime* ridlig Polyester
06416.14. ride.

cord body Provides smooth,

•Alworire *awl isteethird

%elder thon conyentionol firer.
Orel Mtn rearrogs, more hoction, greater stability.
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SALE PRICE
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7.35 x14

14.99

7.75 x 14
... 775x15
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16.911
16.99
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°

.• Now 06470 swift for on$10/11 ste.WW9
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SALE

Sal

2.11

, F70 x14

G70 x
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PRICE

34.88
36.88

FIT
261

2.82

(Ouilik!nie ChangoV

JIM MCKEE SUPPLY CO.
(Formerly Moody Wholesale Supply Cov) .
Distributors of
•Heating 8 Afr-Condithnting
• Plumbing • Electrical •industrials Lines
•Pumps & Well Components
Serving Paris and surrounding areas with quality brand

LOW PRICED BELTED

.Wide _Deified
SALE PRICE

ATe.idielerit
A.1.81 I Il

36 MONTH GUARANTEE ..4"-***• 2 Hefty High tensile belts reduce treed squirm
and increase mileage
• Polyester cord body for ,relvel, sitooth

Progress Light Fixtures
Singer Heating & Air Conditioning
Borg-Warner Bathroom Fixtures
Hallmack Decorative Accessories
Sayco & Price War Faucets

Bryant Service-Dn
. es
Rigid Equipment- & Tools
Sylvania

Bulbs & Fluorescent Tubes

Jacuzzi Pump & Compressors
A 0. Smith Water Heaters
Elkay Water Coolers
Nutone Cleaning Systems 8g Interg.
Magic Chef Oven & Range
Milwaukee
Sussman Fuses
Fiberglass Corp. of America_
(Fiberglass Tub & Shower Enclosure)

1109 N. Market Street

Pariejennessee

Phone 642-3352
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Steak Up To

Your Individual Horoscope

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
price of sirloin steak rose to
;12.92 a pound in Tokyo last
month but dipped to 56 cents in
Buenos Aires, according to U.S.
price watchers abroad.
A survey of retail food prices
in foreign capitals published today by the Agriculture Department showed that the price of
meat, eggs and chicken increased in most of the 14 countries surveyed.
Sirloin steak cost a median
price of $2.66 per pound in the
capital cities, up from $2.56 in
the May report. In Washington,
D.C., it was reported at $1.99
per pound in June, compared
With $1.79 in May.
The price in Tokyo, where
sirloin was the most expensive,
represented an increase of six
cents a pound over the May
Price.
The sharpest rise for sirloin
was in Ottawa, where Foreign
Agricultural Service attaches
reported it at $2.79 per pound in

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 4, 1973
a dash of imagination. Take
An inspired idea and friendly
possible changes of plan in cooperation should help you in
stride.
perfecting some of your longrange plans. Study new
GEMINI
developments.
.
(May 22 to June 21) 1161116
0
Especially favored now: LEO
23)
personal relationships, (July 24 to Aug.
Let some matters "slide"
avocational interest*, travel while you reorganize thoughts,
plans and outdoor pursuits. A plans, methods of approach.
good day!
Postpone important decisions
CANCER
for at least 24 hours.
June 22 to July 23)
VIRGO
LItt•
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Watch finances, but don't
become too anxious over them.
Just make up your mind to
pursue a conservative and
Frances Drake
realistic course.
FOR THURSDAY, JULY 5, 11/73
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
your
of
Pull
it
out
progress.
ARIES
Look deeply into all
files.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
situations. Surface appearances
Study new propositions and SAGITTARIUS
could be misleading. Especially
leir/i0 favored: art and educational
the persons who make them. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
Some challenges indicated, interests, domestic matters,
Don't make decisions by
guesswork, and do be alert to but the clever and ambitious travel.
Sagittarian should best them SCORPIO
daydreaming optimists.
easily. In fact, they could give (Oct 24 to Nov. 22) niiieV
TAURUS
' you quite a "kick."
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tika
Use a bit of artistry to relieve
You will do well if you pursue CAPRICORN
the monotony of routine. Don't
your own interests and remain
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via hesitate to embark on a new
aloof from affairs which do not
Advancement may be frac- venture if it REALLY shows
essentially concern you. This is tional, but remain constant, promise. A bit of daring
tangents.
no time to go off on
steady at the wheel. Be sure favored.
GEMINI
your energies and talents are SAGITTARIUS
PMay 22 to June 21) 114I
directed into constructive (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 340
.
Investigate whatever channels.
ion
communicat
off
cut
Don't
bill
interest,
stimulates your
if there is even a slim chance of
don't "go overboard" on a new AQUARIUS
str•
a
advancement through
proposition without looking (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You'll do best now if you meeting of minds. You are in a
beneath the surface.
cooperate with the plans of position to lead or follow.
CANCER
others instead of insisting on Choose wisely.
I June 22 to July 23)
A day when a bit of chance- your own. Some friction CAPRICORN
( Dec. M to Jan. 20) Vi
taking could pay off - but possible otherwise.
A favorable Sa urn aspect
it
given
PISCES
have
you
if
ONLY
now gives you a fresh basis for
thought (Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
considerable
Concentrate on substantial estimating potentials in launchbeforehand. Don't go off the
and pertinent matters. Avoid ing long-range programs. Be
deep end, blindly.
unwise involvements and_, enthusiastic, optimistic.
LEO
AR
complications, but do not _AQUARIUS
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Pay no heed to glowing sidestep problems which MUST (Jan. 21 to Feb.
Planetary influences only
reports or sensations/ rumors be handled.
fairly generous,so you will have
- especially if finances are
involved. Keep on an even keel
YOU BORN TODAY are an to provide your own momentum
extremely energetic individual, to carry on now. Neither too
and you should do well.
highly ambitious and willing to many problems nor much opVIRGO
A
work hard for the things you position indicated.
PU
E
23)
(Aug. 24 to Sept.
Not everyone will see things want. You are a strict PISCES
with
as you do, but be tolerant of disciplinarian - generous
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
divergent opinions - and your time on behalf of others,
Things should start picking up
or
err
they
when
impatient
COULD
but
You
all!
to
LISTEN
for you now. However, a whole
to
conform
to
fail
hitherto
otherwise
a
gain new insight into
new approach to an undertaking
your fixed ideas. You have a lust barely started could be
insoluble problem.
could
and
genial personality
LIBRA
your best road to achievement.
make a great success as a
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
Some planetary restrictions. salesman, promoter or public
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Be cautious is making in- speaker; in fact, in any field steadfast, perserving and
the
with
dealing
involves
control
which
vestments, and DO
and fastidious individual; widely
Politics
emotions. Some situations will public.
statesmanship are especially talented and imaginative. You
call for unusual tact.
great
with
good outlets for your talents. On can create
SCORPIO
another's
take
or
originality
a
have
you
side,
personal
the
rniorIP
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
idea and improve it far beyond
A suggestion to which _yea_ charming and outgoing per- the
author's dreams. You
have not given much previous sonality; are devoted to home a great love of heritage and are
thought could, quite unex- and family and, socially,
intensely patriotic.
pectedly, open new doors to always in demand.
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annoying. Yet bare is where
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Mixed influences. You can
hold your own through
thoughtful management- with

.
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Your Individual Horoscope
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TEPS TO NOWHERE - When building was removed at hanute Ill.. Air Force
do
base, stairway somehow survived the wrecking crew. At present there are no plans to
done.
been
more than has already

You're goingto
copt your air
thisswum
_So why notclean j...
and realty
air condition?)
Face it. Cool air is not necessarily clean air.
air system it a Honeywell
And the efeen et, ditterenost-ia-your
- coo*
Electronic Air Cleaner.
Without it, your air conditioning system just isn't complete.
The Honeywell clean air machine traps up to 99% of all the pollen
... and up to 95% of all the smoke, dust, dirt and other airborne particles passing through it.
So when you go for cool air in your home, don't do just half the job.
Be sure to get clean air, too ... with the Honeywell Electronic Air
Cleaner.
You'll breathe cleaner. Your air conditioner will work more efficiently. Your house will stay cleaner, longer too ... with the Honeywell
clean air machine.

,
-

OTASCO YOU ALWAYS SAVE AT OTASCO!
Spin
CASTROD

P3tfry TACKLE BOX
727
Worm Special..
Mode of hi-impact
Polypropylene -rust & corrosionproof. Impervious
to off plastic boils.

PP

67 51ST'

Zebco "Big Bee Reel, with
100-yds. line. 6, 70 7 s

Plano Reg 3-Trey Tackle
Sex. 27 comportinents..414n$ 53-99

$466

KEYSTONE

COMPARE THESE FEATURES!
MOOR/
OUTDOOR

FAMILY SIZE
10 ft. x8 ft.

STICK
TABLES

SLEEPS 4 ... Even more with
double dickercots. Easy set up
with outside ,frame. Nylon
screened windows and door
DuPont water-proof and mudew-proof floor. Insect-proof
door, with halt length zipper '
59 961 5

12 ft. x 9 ft. CABIN TENT

eirn
screened windows wistormcertoins.
Sewed-in waterproof, heavy duty floor:4-962-1.

'

12-INCH SIZE. Ideal for
camping trips. 60337$

picnics onct

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS
slow
burning

Big 16-inch size
Multi-speed
Wire safety
guard and trim
•

57 905 s
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Let us help you clean your air when you cool it

FREED-COTHAM COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
802 Chestnut

OTASCIY

Pr ices Good Thurs., Fri., 41, Sot.
753-8391

:

-

4

HANDY SIZE:
2-in. diameter,,
/
141
17-in. height. Hiimpact Polystyrene. Choice of
yellow & white
colors. 50 1907

1,

The Honeywell clean air machine.
ets right frrthe ductwork. And you
joy the clean air benefits all year
round' .. during the heating, cooling
and in-between seasons

41111".
06.60
ommemoaft

ANGOLA ARBOR DAY
Before the end of the ytai
forestry experts in Angola.
planting at the rate of about
100,000 trees a day, expect to
have 15 million fruit trees,
pine and eucalyptus planted.
- CNS

THRI111 YOU...11ERE1 YOUR CHARGE

.1244g

KC'

June, up from 91.82 in May.
Median prices per polusd (except eggs) of other products
surveyed in the 14 capitals,
compared with Washington,
D.C., prices in early June, included:
Boneless chuck meta World
median of $1.48 per pound and
in Washington, D.C., $1.49;
pork chops, $1.77 and $1.69; bacon, $1.79 and $1.15; cheese,
$1.18 and $1.23; butter, 31.20
and 75 cents; broiler chicken,
70 cents and 45 cents; tomatoes, 50 cents and 49 cents;
bread, 29 cents and 29 cents;
and eggs, 96 cents per dozen
and 73 cents.

5-.7'5-A
Only

Be -Air Shopping Center
17 W1[4;11:I1.117M11TH.

itldit-Set
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Show biz dropout
runs bar in Spain

Executive committee
members- of the Kentucky
Personnel and Guidance
Association ;net at Murray
State University Friday to draw
up the 850-member organization's proposed program and
budget for 1973-74.
Charles L. Eldridge, KPGA
president and director of school
relations at Murray State, said
the recommendations of the
committee will be presented at
the first meeting of the board of
directors for next year in
Lexington Aug. 1.
Besides Eldridge, executive
committee members in the
planning sessions were: Larry
Dykes, director of admissions
at the University of Kentucky,
president-elect; Miss Rebecca
Watson,counselor at Henderson
County High School, secretary;
Mrs. Erma Colyer, counselor at
Rangeland Elementary School

in Jefferson County, treasurer;
and Ed (line, counselor at
Atherton High School in
Louisville, immediate past
president.
By GORDON IRVING
Noting that the proposed
Copley News Service
standing
13
of
each
program of
committees was reviewed
LOS BOLICHES, Southern
during deliberations, Eldridge Spain — Ty Hardin, 43-yearemadded
of
area
said one
old film and TV western star,
phasis during the coming year has turned bar and restauwill be legislation.
rant-owner.
A leadership workshop,
Disenchanted with the Holsponsored by the division of lywood scene, he is living
guidance services of the Ken- quietly and almost unrecogtucky Department of Education nized behind a thick white
in Lexington July 31-Aug. 1, will beard in this quiet, unspoiled
involve presidents of various fishing village by the Mediterdivisions and chapters of ranean. But fans who know
KPGA,• along with standing him from movies and his television series "Bronco" still
committee chairmen.
The membership of the KPGA" greet him enthusiastically as
consists of school, employment El Bronco.
The Texas-born actor is
and vocational counselors and
concentrating on the restaucoun,selor educators.
rant scene on the rich and
flourishing Costa del Sol, the
southern tip of Spain, yearowe ampa MIT
round playground of millions
!7D111M
BMW!
OMMM
of European and American
OM MOM MMM
vacationers..
MO MCIPM mono
mann MOO MMIR
He has bought a second resBOOM ENTIM
taurant-bar in nearby TorreOMM3MO mama
molinos, the Coney Island of
so mom 009OM
this coast, and plans two othOMO mom rams
ers at Malaga and Marbella.
mmom rimna MT
MOO MOO MO
Ty came here several years
MOO DOM MOM
ago to star in European-made
MO0 (MM. MOO
movies, including the Italianshot "spaghetti westerns"
27 Qui
and other outdoor action films
XLPIlaette
shot on Spain's own "Orea Orme suddenly
30 Macy
gon," the desert-and-rocks
USI $ norm
province of Almeria.
36 Fsimsoos
His film "Sacramento" has
37 %%woo
42 Erase (Watery)
to be released here, and he •
yet
44 Unusual
recently made 'Az-pad the
46 Sum
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Good luck on
metric system
Report, a publication of the
Better Business Bureau of
Southern California, adv'
that along with switchiug to
the metric system of Weights
and measures, yyt'll have to
change some- of our old
adages,077
Here' what they say we'll
be_pearing after changeover:
miss is as good as 1.61
kilometers: he felt 3.05 meters tall; he was wearing a
45.43 liter hat." And if you
have an inferiority complex,
you will be "... inclined to
hide your light under 0.363
hectoliters." — CNS

ing, easier, leas competition,
less feeling of preSsures, and
so forth.
"Maybe I'm an escapist,
but I came from a very small
_town in Titus, and ;couldn't
really handle the Hollywood
scene. I was bashed to pieces
by it; my whole equilitrium
was thrown off balance.
"So I'm much happier and
"But I've made up my
much more content here in
mind that, after traveling
Spain."
through Europe for the last
Ty rates some parts of
few years, making films, teleTexas similar to parts of
vision shows and plays, it's
Spain.
time for me to find some roots
"Though," he adds, "the
in some area, develop some
Texans are more efficient,
income so! can keep myself
take on a little more responsifinancially stable. I don't
bility, while still having this
want to have to depend on the
feeling of relaxation."
industry to support me all my
He is adding a western flalife.
vor to his restaurants by
"That's why I've taken up
bringing over spittoons,
roots here in Spain for the
horns, replicas of the Texas
time being."
scene, and guns from the AlaTy Hardin agrees that life
mo. Customers enter his bars
as a restaurant owner is often
through western-style swingtougher than being a movie
ing doors. And he is offering
and TV star.
them a varied menu of fine
"Now I find myself in about
fried chicken Col. Hardin's
fourteen feet of water without
"special"),
uon came,
being able to swim. Luckily, I
hamburgers, and grills with a
have some good people
smokey flavor.
around me, including my
"I've also got fried fish for
partner, Harry Hubert, who
the Limeys (London Cockhas experience of bars in., neys), but, generally, -we'reSpain. But it does- mean an
hamburger specialists, and
awful lot of work."
will popularize the American
EL BRONCO—Ty Hardie, star of movies and the TV series, "Bronco," has turned bar and
The Texas-born star, handharubdrger here in amid the
some behind his beard and
restpurantowner in Loa Bolick',southern Spain. Diseachantettwith Hollywood, he lives quietly and
rice arid fish of Andalucia."
graying hair, is considering
num a westem-style establishment at the fishing village on the Mediterranean.
to star in-the play "Sta.'
lag 17" in Britain in A
He added: "But for the time
NOW DID
being I am very Well dedi'YtXJ KNOW
'•
0000 rGET
cated to my bars. I've had
WAS
TUSt
TOted
other offers, one for a 'spa( /40A4E:)
ghetti,western,' another for a
modern picture to be made in
lma, Majorca. So far I've
made 14 films in Spain, two of
them in Almeria, one in Segovia, others out Of Madrid."
Contrasting tranquil Spain
(though it's also fast develop), Ty added: "Spain is in
about a 300 per cent slower
7-3
pace than America. Califorhour
an
miles
100
going
nia is
nowhere. It's a great country
YOU GET TWO DINNERS
won -11.4k PRICE OF
to have been from, but for my
ONE
life-style, for what I want out
of life, it's no place for me to
live.
"That's why I picked Europe. It's much more relax-

Gypsy" in Hungary.
As he greeted customers in
his western-style restaurant,
a Texas cowboy's saddle
mounted on the wall, Ty told
me:
"I've given up mo;ries and
TV only temporarily, not for
good. For good is a long number, isn't it?
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A PICTURE--- PEEWEE
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THE SUN
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